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ABSTRACT 

 

 
 

With the aid of a 3-part modeling system forced by various satellite-remote sensed 

atmospheric inputs controlled by cloudiness, this study: (1) describes the space-time variations of 

surface net CO2 flux exchange over the large scale Amazon basin, (2) determines the key factors 

controlling these variations, and ultimately (3) determines the optimal spatial configuration of a 

network of tower observing posts, which if deployed, could capture in area-wide averages the 

main variant properties of the Amazon basin’s surface net carbon flux on an absolute basis.  The 

philosophy guiding this research is that whereas a sufficiently detailed model can do very well in 

capturing the space-time gradients of carbon flux exchange and thus the relative source-sink 

properties of the Amazonian landscape, current modeling knowledge does not allow an adequate 

model determination of absolute source-sink properties.  Direct observations are needed to obtain 

meaningful absolute accuracies of the source-sink properties, properties that are highly sensitive 

to environmental and bio-physiological factors that effectively produce a heterogeneous fabric of 

source and sink magnitudes across the basin at any given instant of time.  However, for the 

Amazon basin, and as a general rule of thumb in carbon budget monitoring over a large expanse, 

there seems to be never enough observation posts to eliminate the systematic bias problem -- nor 

are those that do exist sited according to a network strategy that optimizes their collective ability 

to eliminate such a bias problem. 

A hydrometeorological model coupled to a mixed layer (ML) model of the planetary 

boundary layer (PBL) then equipped with a set of three CO2 assimilation models, and finally 

forced by high resolution satellite-retrieved incoming surface radiation fluxes and rainfall, forms 

a detailed carbon flux exchange modeling system linked to satellite inputs, that achieves the 

desired research objectives.  The forcing of the model by remotely sensed solar/infrared radiative 

flux and rainrate variables, which exert dominant influences on the surface carbon budget and 

whose variant properties are determined by the position and diurnal timing of cloudiness, is an 

essential element of the modeling system.  This is because one of the greatest shortcomings in 
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prognostic modeling is the ability to reproduce real clouds, particularly convective clouds, in the 

right place at the right time.  In understanding how environmental and bio-physiological factors 

exert their respective controls on carbon flux exchange variability, the underlying variables are 

classified into four categories: (1) meteorological factors; (2) radiation factors; (3) water cycle 

factors; and (4) bio-physiological factors. 

The three different CO2 assimilation models are investigated to achieve optimal 

performance insofar as obtaining validated surface carbon, heat, and moisture fluxes in the 

framework of the Florida State University (FSU) hydrometeorological model -- developed over 

the last decade by E.A. Smith & H.J. Cooper.  Of the three carbon models examined, the one 

selected for the final net CO2 flux calculations was developed by G. Bonan, beginning with his 

Ph.D. dissertation research and now included in a land surface model (LSM) facility at NCAR.  

This carbon scheme contains a respiration component consistent with its photosynthetic 

component and physically couples the CO2, sensible, and latent heat fluxes through stomatal 

resistance. 

Test calculations of net ecosystem productivity (NEP) show that it is essential to model 

canopy-boundary layer interactions in order to reproduce observed morning CO2 effluxes 

measured at various forest sites located within Brazil and operated as part of the Large Scale 

Biosphere-Atmosphere Research Programme for Amazônia (LBA) -- specifically the LBA tower 

sites at Manaus and Jaru.  This is because under typical conditions of a stable nocturnal PBL, the 

forest canopy remains stagnant, allowing carbon concentrations to become elevated until after 

sunrise when PBL stability flips and CO2 is rapidly vented into the atmosphere. In the PBL 

model developed for the study, CO2 concentrations and the concomitant fluxes are determined 

for five layers in and above the forest canopy following the progression of the ML during the 

daytime and the nocturnal boundary layer at night, which are treated as separate components of 

the diurnal PBL. 

It is important to point out that canopy heat capacity must be accounted for in the 

hydrometeorological modeling (an oft-overlooked factor in LSM modeling), to prevent sensible 

heat fluxes from being systematically overestimated.  Values of observed canopy heat storage 

(needed in the development of the heat capacity scheme) are found using observed differences 

between net incoming radiation and sensible-latent heat fluxes, or observed total residual energy.  

Calibration and validation of CO2, sensible, and latent fluxes at the three LBA tower sites are 
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accomplished using modeled total residual energy at the forest sites and modified photosynthesis 

parameters at the pasture site. 

Application of the modeling system over the large-scale Amazon basin shows that while 

vegetation type is the most important factor controlling area-wide CO2 fluxes, incoming surface 

solar radiation and ambient temperature (both directly responsive to the cloud field) are the 

primary factors producing spatial and temporal variability of CO2 fluxes at a given location.  

Modeled CO2 fluxes show mean monthly uptake values in the range of 1-3 µmol m-2 s-1.  Due to 

the superimposed annual and daily march of the solar elevation angle, diurnal progressions of 

large coherent expanses of CO2 efflux over forest areas, progressing from SE to NW in 

December and from NE to SW in June, are an essential variational mode in the surface carbon 

budget.  Inspection of area-wide modeled fluxes near the tower sites reveals that the systematic 

use of ECMWF-analyzed winds and temperatures in forcing the modeling system creates 

instances of spurious nocturnal stability that produce larger morning efflux magnitudes than 

observations suggest. 

Finally, CO2 fluxes at some 20,000 forest grid points within the Amazônia region and for 

eight months of model output, are analyzed to determine the optimal sampling configuration vis-

à-vis capturing in area-wide averages, the space-time variability of net CO2 flux.  These results 

lead to the conclusion that flux observations from five strategically placed towers, measuring in 

conjunction with the existing three LBA towers at Manaus and Jaru, would be sufficient in 

baselining area-wide net CO2 fluxes needed for an understanding of carbon sequestration within 

the Amazon basin on an absolute scale. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Since the 1960s, the Amazon basin has undergone significant social and economic 

development. This region of nearly 7 million square kilometers of forest and savanna contains 

roughly one half of the world's undisturbed tropical evergreen forest and accounts for nearly 10 

percent of the Earth's net primary productivity; see LBA Science Planning Group (1996). [LBA 

is the acronym for the Large Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazônia -- the 

Appendix provides definitions of this and all pursuant acronyms.] In these past few decades, 

large portions of the Amazon’s rain forest have been converted to pasture and agricultural land 

(Skole and Tucker 1993). Houghton et al. (1987) and Houghton (1991) estimated that 1.7 x 1011 

m2 of the world's tropical rain forests are converted each year to active land use such as 

agriculture, with the Amazon’s transformation playing a leading role. Such conversions of rain 

forest are known to have altered environmental processes including carbon and water budgets 

and gas exchange into the planetary boundary layer (PBL); see Bueno and Helene (1991), Dixon 

et al. (1994), and Gash et al. (1996a). 

This study seeks to understand the nature of the Amazon’s carbon budget by better 

understanding the nature of the space and time variations of CO2 flux exchange over its large-

scale basin. This is achieved by a combination of modeling and satellite remote sensing tools. A 

hydrometeorological model is needed to simulate the physics of radiation, heat, moisture, and 

momentum exchange between the heterogeneous rain forest and the overlying atmosphere for a 

variety of ecosystems with different vegetation and soil properties. [The Florida State University 

(FSU) hydromet model (Ex-BATS) originally developed by Smith et al. 1993, then improved 

over a sequence of studies authored by E.A. Smith and H.J. Cooper, is used for this purpose.] 

A boundary layer model is needed to enable stability conditions within the PBL to govern 

the timing of net CO2 flux, particularly to handle the rapid morning venting of CO2 into the 
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atmosphere (efflux) after its steady concentration build-up within the canopy during stable 

nocturnal PBL conditions. [A mixed layer PBL model is developed for this purpose.] 

A CO2 assimilation model is needed to estimate the exchange of CO2 between an 

ecosystem and its environment through photosynthetic and respiration processes. [In this case, 

three different carbon models have been implemented (those of Smith et al. 1993; Bonan 1996, 

and Anderson et al. 2000) because there is yet to be even a crude consensus on how best to 

achieve carbon dioxide assimilation through modeling, so it is important to consider that 

sensitivity studies are relevant to the research.] 

Finally, because CO2 flux exchange variability is strongly controlled by the cloud field and 

its direct control on the key surface forcing factors of incoming solar/infrared radiation fluxes 

and rainrate, satellite remote sensing using geostationary satellite measurements is used to 

provide high space-time resolution forcing of these factors. [Notably cloud controls, specifically 

the locations and diurnal timings of clouds (most especially convective clouds) remains elusive 

in prognostic modeling yet is central to the accuracy of any type of surface-atmosphere exchange 

model.] Five additional top-down meteorological surface forcing parameters (specifically 

pressure, temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and wind direction) are acquired from 

global analysis products produced by the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts 

(ECMWF). 

The development and implementation of the ML model, the fused implementation of the 

three CO2 assimilation models, and use of cloud-controlled satellite remote sensing forcing 

represent the foremost technique developments for the research. Combining the FSU hydromet 

model with the ML and carbon models, and forcing this overall modeling system with cloud-

driven radiation and precipitation factors retrieved from high resolution Geostationary 

Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) measurements produces a physically consistent 

system to investigate the characteristics of the heterogeneous Amazon rain forest and its 

exchange of CO2 with the atmosphere. 

The Amazon rain forest contains a large portion of the world's carbon stocks. Changes in 

carbon sequestration can occur from several processes. These include logging, forest burning, 

and forest regrowth -- all dominant factors in altering carbon fluxes and carbon storage. 

However, the balance between plant photosynthesis and respiration and how this balance is 

affected by physical parameters such as cloud cover, temperature, and precipitation can also 
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contribute significantly to the carbon cycle. For example, Nobre et al. (1996) and Grace et al. 

(1995) have reported on the temperature sensitivity of the Reserva Jaru forest (hereafter referred 

to as Jaru), noting that average changes as small as one degree are enough to transform the rain 

forest from a carbon source to a carbon sink. Asner and Townsend (2000), Rayner et al. (1999), 

and Potter et al. (2001) have presented correlations between the El Niño-Southern Oscillation 

(ENSO) and CO2 fluxes across the Amazon basin, finding that drought effects produced during 

El Niño years can significantly reduce net primary productivity (NPP). 

Earlier ecosystem experiments in the Amazon involved: (1) assessing the role of biosphere-

atmosphere interactions on the chemistry of the troposphere during ABLE 2A (Harriss et al. 

1988); (2) measuring fluxes of CO2 and O3 (Fan et al. 1990) and rainfall (Greco et al. 1990; 

Martin et al. 1990) during ABLE 2B; and (3) collecting data for the determination of parameters 

for Amazon pasture sites in deforested areas during ABRACOS (Gash et al. 1996b). Houghton 

(1991) estimated that about a third of the increase in atmospheric CO2 in the past two centuries 

has come from deforestation. Earlier, Houghton (1990) provided projections of atmospheric CO2 

concentrations out to the year 2100 based on estimates of deforestation and reforestation. Uhl 

and Buschbacher (1985) and Uhl and Vieira (1989) discussed the ecological dangers of selective 

logging techniques in the eastern Amazon forest. Eltahir and Bras (1993) considered the effects 

of deforestation on boundary layer circulations in the tropics, particularly in regards to surface 

temperature, precipitation and evaporation. 

The LBA project was initiated in 1996 by the Brazilian National Institute of Research of 

Amazônia (INPA) in collaboration with the National Aeronautical and Space Administration 

(NASA). It is a scientific research program designed to understand and monitor the 

consequences of land cover and land use changes in Amazônia. Research for LBA focuses on 

two primary questions presented by the LBA Science Planning Group (1996): 

(1) How does Amazônia currently function as a regional entity? 

(2) How will changes in land use and climate affect the biological, chemical, and physical 

functions of Amazônia, including the sustainability of development in the region and the 

influence of Amazônia on global climate? 

As a result, LBA research focuses on various key aspects of carbon storage and exchange, 

especially within the context of both undisturbed and disturbed rain forest regions. 
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It has been established that the development and deforestation of the Amazon rain forest 

may have environmental effects stretching from local to global scales. A primary scientific issue 

is understanding how land conversion in Amazônia currently affects various physical and 

biological processes, and the extent to which these processes will be affected in the future. Due 

to the immense size of the Amazon rain forest, changes in carbon fluxes may reach beyond the 

continent of South America. An example of such a situation would be worldwide climatic 

change brought about by significant alterations of CO2 concentrations over the basin as discussed 

by Salati and Vose (1984), Nobre et al. (1991), and Malhi and Grace (2000). 

Bio-physiological processes, particularly photosynthesis and respiration by vegetation and 

soils, dominate the carbon cycle in Amazônia [Note there are also biogeochemical processes 

taking place within rivers and stream systems that are relevant to the Amazon’s carbon cycle.] 

Several models now exist that employ parameters such as photosynthetically active radiation 

(PAR), forest canopy temperature, and soil temperature to determine the influence of 

photosynthesis and respiration on the carbon cycle (e.g., Norman et al. 1992; Smith et al. 1993; 

Ruimy et al. 1994; Bonan 1996; Anderson et al. (2000); and Potter et al. 2001). As noted one 

aspect of this research is to incorporate the existing carbon flux models of Smith et al. (1993), 

Bonan (1996), and Anderson et al. (2000) (which calculate photosynthesis, growth respiration, 

maintenance respiration, and soil respiration) into the existing FSU hydromet model in order to 

calculate CO2 flux estimates across the entire Amazon basin. Since area-wide observations do 

not exist, such a modeling approach is necessary to fully understand the detailed nature of space-

time variability of area-wide CO2 fluxes and their relevance to overall carbon sequestration. 

Soil respiration by the release of CO2 from embedded roots and organisms and by chemical 

oxidation of carbon compounds (Lloyd and Taylor 1994), has become a central theme of carbon 

cycle research. Schulze (1967), Wiant (1967a), and Kucera and Kirkham (1971) presented some 

of the first studies linking soil respiration with soil temperature. Raich and Schlesinger (1992) 

introduced one of a number of studies along a line of research incorporating an exponential 

correlation between soil respiration and temperature, known as the Q10 relationship (e.g., Kucera 

and Kirkham 1971; Anderson 1973; Chapman 1979; Dörr and Münnich 1987; Norman et al. 

1992; and Kirschbaum 1995). Meir et al. (1996) has described this relationship as the relative 

increase in the time rate of change of a biological process for a temperature increase of 10ºC. 

Their study found a mean Q10 value of 2.4 for several sites in different climate regimes. Lloyd 
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and Taylor (1994) conducted an extensive background study of the Q10 equations used by v’ant 

Hoff (1898) and Arrhenius (1889), both involving exponential relationships between soil 

respiration and temperature, ultimately generating a single empirical exponential equation that 

produced better results than either of the original equations. 

Turning to soil wetness, Wiant (1967b) was among the first to present a correlation 

between soil moisture and soil respiration. Carlyle and Than (1988) and Raich and Potter (1995) 

found higher soil respiration values with higher soil moisture contents, finding optimal soil 

biological activity when soils are 50-80% saturated. Raich and Tufekcioglu (2000) studied 

possible correlations between soil respiration and vegetation type, reporting that vegetation type 

has relatively little effect on soil respiration rates, concluding that climatic and substrate factors 

primarily control soil respiration, with vegetation having a secondary effect. 

Farquhar et al. (1980) and Farquhar and von Caemmerer (1982) developed a 

biogeochemical and biophysical model of photosynthetic CO2 assimilation that has become the 

foundation of many subsequent carbon flux models such as those of Collatz et al. (1991), Sellers 

et al. (1992a, 1997), Bonan (1996), and L. Gu et al. (1999). In their landmark paper, Collatz et al. 

(1991) coupled the photosynthesis model of Farquhar et al. (1980) with stomatal conductance, as 

described in Ball et al. (1987). Reich et al. (1994) and Kull and Niinemets (1998) discussed the 

correlation between photosynthesis and leaf nitrogen content, while Luo et al. (1994) explored 

dissimilarities between photosynthesis and nitrogen relationships for several different plant 

species in their photosynthesis model. Terashima and Saeki (1985) developed a leaf 

photosynthesis model based on the response of leaf tissues to the intra-leaf light environment. 

Duncan (1971) and Monteith (1972) were among the first to demonstrate linearity between the 

increase of plant biomass during vegetative growth and the amount of light absorbed by plants 

with a ratio commonly referred to as light-use efficiency (LUE). Several subsequent models of 

photosynthesis have made use of LUE theory (Ruimy et al. 1994; Haxeltine and Prentice 1996; 

Landsberg et al. 1997; Medlyn 1998; Gower et al. 1999; Anderson et al. 2000). The Farquhar et 

al. (1980) biogeochemical model and LUE were the initial focal points of photosynthesis 

modeling for this study, in which the associated scientific objective is to gain an understanding 

of the space-time controls on photosynthesis across the large-scale Amazon basin. 

One of the issues that inhibit area-wide carbon budget analysis is the lack of 

comprehensive datasets encompassing space-time distributions of PAR and canopy temperature. 
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Such data exist at only a few point sites in Amazônia (Wright et al. 1992; Bastable et al. 1993; 

Culf et al. 1995; Andreae et al. 2002). Objective analysis of point data to large spatial regions 

and extended time periods invariably leads to large uncertainties, particularly because of 

discontinuous cloud effects controlling PAR and canopy temperature (Smith et al. 1992). Studies 

by Wofsy et al. (1988) and Desjardins et al. (1995) demonstrated techniques for measuring CO2 

fluxes from aircraft at regional scales, but while these techniques can make direct measurements 

without the need for model input, flight duration limitations and the expense of operating flux 

aircraft prevent their utility in developing a comprehensive picture of CO2 flux exchange 

variability. Therefore, there is a compelling need for a method to determine basin-wide CO2 

fluxes other than by interpolation and extrapolation applied to individual site measurements. 

That is why a modeling system and satellite remote sensing is so appealing. 

On the other hand, in turning to modeling and remote sensing to describe CO2 flux 

variability, it must be recognized that models are best suited to understanding relative space and 

time variations, not absolute (baseline) sources and sinks of carbon. This is because models have 

numerous sources of systematic error in the intrinsic environmental and bio-physiological 

control variables, which can erroneously alter a source region to a sink and vice-versa. 

Therefore, in situ observations remain as the ideal means by which to baseline carbon 

sequestration, and when considering a heterogeneous ecosystem such as Amazônia, a baseline 

observational network is essential. 

The research presented here is the first detailed quantitative study of CO2 flux exchange 

over the large-scale Amazon basin at high-resolution space-time scales. One primary focus of the 

research is to obtain a better description and understanding of the space-time variations in CO2 

flux exchange between the atmosphere and rain forest ecosystem over the large-scale 

heterogeneous domain. In addition, because modeling relative variability is not a complete 

substitute for understanding the space-time variability of absolute carbon sources and sinks, this 

research also examines how to objectively design an observational network from the numerical 

output of a modeling system, a network that could serve to better baseline carbon sequestration 

from what exists now. The analysis is made possible by application of a coupled 

hydrometeorological-PBL-carbon model forced by incoming surface radiation fluxes and surface 

rainrates retrieved from geostationary satellite measurements (i.e., from GOES satellite 

radiances) and additional meteorological parameters obtained from ECMWF global analysis 
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products. All observational forcing information is fitted to the high-resolution grid framework of 

the modeling system, whose grid mesh situated what is called the Amazon Satellite Study Area 

(ASSA). This domain is illustrated schematically in Figure 1. In the course of the modeling, 

careful attention is paid to the variable land cover within the ASSA, information also derived 

from satellite remote sensing information. Model results are validated by measurements taken at 

three LBA tower flux monitoring sites. Model forcing variables found to have significant control 

over carbon fluxes are determined to the extent that they control the spatial and temporal 

distribution of CO2 flux exchange. The main implication of the research results is that they help 

decipher how changing climatic conditions alters carbon sequestration and the release or uptake 

of carbon within the most important low latitude continental feature influencing the global 

carbon budget. 
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Figure 1:  Boundaries of large scale Amazon Satellite Study Area (ASSA). 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

FSU HYDROMET MODEL 

 

The FSU hydrometeorological model is an outgrowth of the Biosphere-Atmosphere 

Transfer Scheme (BATS) developed by Dickinson et al. (1986, 1993). The original publication 

of the model by Smith et al. (1993) (referred to as Ex-BATS) described it as a soils-vegetation-

atmosphere transfer scheme (SVATS) with dual purposes, either a stand-alone experimental 

model or a physics module for interfacing both numerical weather prediction and global climate 

models. Since that time it has evolved from a SVATS-type model to a more comprehensive and 

complete hydrometeorological mode. Numerous modifications have been implemented, the most 

important being inclusion of: (1) explicit treatment of soil thermal properties; (2) detailed 

radiative transfer within canopies; (3) full and consistent vertically resolved diffusion of heat and 

water; (4) provision for remotely sensed model forcing; (5) full energy and water balance in both 

canopies and soils; (6) surface runoff abiding by parameterization of infiltration controlling 

water entry into soils, (7) relating vegetation wilting potential in root layers directly to stomatal 

resistance, (8) water table definition; (9) snow-cover module including melting, (10) hooks for 

interfacing to water routing model, and recently (11) explicit canopy heat capacity. Most of these 

modifications are described in the studies of Smith et al. (1993), Crosson et al. (1993), Smith and 

Cooper (1996), and Cooper et al. (1997). 

2.1  Model initialization 

Several parameters require initialization including parameters within the vegetation 

canopy, at the soil-vegetation interface, and within the soil itself. Key parameters that require 

initialization are: (1) canopy temperature, (2) water table depth, (3) soil temperature and 

moisture at 13 soil model layers, and when relevant (4) snow pack temperature/density/water 

content and ground snow pack temperature/density/water content. 
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Nine meteorological variables are used to force the model: (1) surface pressure; (2) surface 

air temperature; (3) surface relative humidity; (4-5) surface wind speed and direction; (6) surface 

rainrate; and (7-9) surface incoming solar radiation, infrared radiation (IR), and 

photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) fluxes. The model can be run in point mode or area-

wide mode, although in area-wide mode there is no interaction between individual grid cells. 

2.2  Vegetation and soil parameters 

The FSU hydromet model contains vegetation parameters for 25 different vegetation types 

including crops, deserts, wetlands, and various grasses, trees, and shrubs. These parameters 

include: fractional vegetation cover, roughness height, root depth, maximum and minimum leaf 

area index (LAI), stem area index (SAI), leaf dimension, a light sensitivity factor, leaf angle 

distribution, emissivity, and canopy height. The majority of these vegetation parameters are 

taken or derived from Dickinson et al. (1993). Parameters for tropical forests and pastures were 

primarily derived from measured values found in Gash et al. (1996a). 

For this study, a soil column is comprised of 13 layers (14 levels) of non-uniform depth in 

the manner of Miller and White (1998), where depths range from 5 cm in the top two layers to 5 

m at the deepest layer, encompassing a total depth of 10 m. There are 21 soil types within the 

model, including variations and combinations of sand, loam, clay, peat, moss, lichen, and rock. 

Information from Pielke (1984) provides parameters of porosity, saturated moisture potential, 

saturated hydraulic conductivity, volumetric heat capacity, soil reflectance/emissivity, and 

permanent wilting moisture content for each soil type based on Clapp and Hornberger (1978). 

2.3  Albedo 

The FSU hydromet model calculates surface albedo values based on the scheme of Sellers 

(1985) using the two-stream, single scatter approximation to the radiative transfer equation for 

direct and diffuse incoming radiation over vegetation and soil. Parameters for live vegetation in 

the visible and near-infrared portions of the solar spectrum that are used for leaf scattering 

coefficient and leaf transmittance are from Dickinson (1983) and for leaf reflectance from 

Dickinson (1986). Parameters for dead vegetation for the same quantities are based on Sellers 

(1985). Albedos are calculated in both the visible and near-infrared for vegetated canopies, bare 

soil, tundra, water and ice surfaces, snow-covered soil, and a snow-covered canopy. 

2.4  Ecosystem net radiation and energy budgets 

The energy budget of a vegetation-soil system is formulated as follows: 
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 Rnet + H + λE + G = 0  (1) 

where Rnet is net radiation partitioned into net radiation into the canopy and into the soil (Rnet,c, 

Rnet,g), H and λE are sensible and latent heat fluxes out of the system, partitioned into fluxes from 

the canopy (Hc, λEc) and from the soil (Hg, λEg), and G is flux of energy into the deeper ground 

beneath the top soil layer. G is found as the residual in eq. (1) and balances the total energy 

budget (e.g., see Figure 10). 

The net radiation into the system is: 

 Rnet = K ↓ −K ↑ +L↓−L↑ (2) 

where K↓ and L↓ represent shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) radiation entering the canopy, 

K↑ is the combination of SW radiation reflected from non-snow covered vegetation and bare 

soil, and L↑ is the LW radiation re-emitted to the atmosphere by non-snow covered vegetation 

and bare ground. Rnet,c is the SW and LW radiation absorbed by the canopy, Rnet,g is the SW and 

LW radiation absorbed by the exposed bare ground and ground beneath the canopy. 

Determination of latent and sensible heat fluxes is as described in detail by Smith et al. (1993) 

and Bonan (1996). 

2.5  Canopy and soil energy budgets 

Procedures for determining canopy and soil temperatures are similar to those found in 

Smith et al. (1993) and Bonan (1996), where canopy and soil temperatures (Tc , Tg) are those that 

balance the energy budgets of the canopy and the soil: 

 Rnet,c Tc,Tg( )+ Hc Tc,Tg( )+ λEc Tc ,Tg( )= 0  (3.1) 

 Rnet,g Tc,Tg( )+ H g Tc ,Tg( )+ λEg Tc ,Tg( )+ G Tc ,Tg( )= 0  (3.2) 

Canopy temperatures are found using Newton-Raphson iteration: 

 Rnet,c + Hc + λEc +
∂Lc ↓
∂Tc

+
∂H c

∂Tc

+
∂λEc

∂Tc

 

 
  

 

 
  ∆Tc = 0 (4) 

where Lc↓ is LW radiation into the canopy and partial derivatives are as derived in Bonan 

(1996). 

Soil fluxes are initialized as in Bonan (1996): 

 G = −2k
Tg1 −Tg 2[ ]
∆z1 + ∆z2( )

 (5) 
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where k  is the average soil thermal conductivity of the top two soil layers, Tg1 and Tg2 are 

temperatures in the top two soil levels, and ∆z
1
 and ∆z

2
 are depths of the top two soil layers. To 

ensure computational stability, a soil model time step ∆tI is defined following Pielke (1984): 

 ∆tI =
∆z( )2

4K
 (6) 

with ∆z the depth and K the thermal diffusivity of the layer with the smallest ∆tI. This time step 

can be many times smaller than the general model time step ∆t. ∆Tg1 is then calculated by 

integrating: 

 ∆Tg1 = 2
Rnet + H + λE + G( )∆tI

ρc p ∆z1 + ∆z2( )
 (7) 

over ∆t, with the energy terms held constant over each ∆tI. Here ρc p  is the mean volumetric heat 

capacity of the top two soil layers. Once a new value for Tg1 has been calculated for the top soil 

layer, with the temperature in the bottom layer Tg13 held constant, soil temperatures for each of 

the remaining layers are found using the Crank-Nicholson finite-difference method. The updated 

soil flux G, then balances the energy budget in eq. (3.2). 

2.6  Soil hydrology 

Hydrological processes within the model receive inputs from the ground snow pack, if one 

exists, and if there is no snow pack, interact directly with the atmosphere over bare ground and 

indirectly through a root layer by transpiration through the vegetation to the atmosphere above 

the canopy. It is assumed that two soil layers interact unless both of them are frozen. Layers 

below the water table can be kept saturated, and the amount of water required to maintain 

saturation below water table depth is designated as inflow to those layers and is part of the soil 

column water budget.  Soil types may vary from layer to layer and place to place, water table 

depths may vary from place to place and in time, and depth to bedrock may vary with location. 

The bedrock surface can be permeable or impermeable with base flow or drainage along or 

through the bedrock according to the topographical slope. 

The ability of the soil to maintain evaporation demand is determined by water content in 

the top soil layer. Soil water contents in all soil layers are restricted between a residual water 

content defined as 0.01 times the porosity and saturation at porosity. Root layer depth is 

prescribed depending on the vegetation type. The active depth of the root layer is limited to that 
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portion of the root layer which is not frozen, and vegetation is not allowed to transpire through 

roots that are frozen as determined by the soil temperature routine. The maximum allowable 

transpiration rate is determined using the average soil properties of the active part of the root 

layer. The vertical soil water movement integration time step is calculated as in Eq. (6) where K 

in this case is replaced by D, the hydraulic diffusivity in a given soil layer. 

The flux of water from above ground into the top soil layer Ftop is determined from the rain 

rate or snowmelt, surface evaporation, and infiltration capacity of the top layer. The infiltration 

capacity f*, from Entekhabi and Eagleson (1989), is given by: 

  (8.1) f
* = Ks1VS +K

s1
1−V( )

 where   S =
W1

η1

   and   V =
∂Ψs1

∂S

 
 
 

 
 
 ∆z1  (8.2) 

Ψs1 is the saturation matric potential and ηs  is the porosity of the soil in the top layer. With Ftop 

given by 

 Ftop = Pr +
λEg

ρwLv

 (9) 

where Pr is rainfall and/or canopy drip and/or snowmelt, ρw is density of water, and Lv is latent 

heat of vaporization. If Ftop is greater than f*, the difference between Ftop and f* is put into 

Horton runoff, and thus: 

 Ftop = f* (10) 

For any layer k, diffusion of water into or out of the layer is given by: 

 Fk = 2Dk

Wk −Wk+1( )
∆zk −∆zk +1( )

 (11) 

where the subscripts denote the soil layer, with layer 1 the top layer and subscripts increasing 

with depth. For any given layer k, Dk is diffusivity, Wk is water content, and ∆zk is layer 

thickness. Both Dk and Kk are found for each soil layer from the soil properties and general 

formulation of Clapp and Hornberger (1978). 

If there are roots in a given layer, and defining Trk as the transpiration demand through the 

roots, then the change in the water content of the layer is given by: 

 Wk t +1( ) =W k t( )+
∆tI

∆zk

 

 
  

 

 
  Fk − Fk +1 − ∆Kk −Trk( ) (12) 

For the layer immediately above the top of the bedrock: 
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 Wk t +1( ) =W k t( )+
∆t

∆zk

 

 
  

 

 
  Fk − Fk +1 − ∆Kk −Trk − B( )  (13.1) 

 where   ∆K k = Kk −K k +1    and   B = bKk fb  (13.2) 

where B is defined as base flow, b is cosine of the slope of the topographic surface, Kk is 

hydraulic conductivity of the layer, and fb is a tuning parameter similar to that in Dickinson et al. 

(1993). These equations are solved at each step in the integration up to the main model time step 

interval. If a layer is over saturated at the end of a soil integration interval, any excess water is 

redistributed downwards towards the water table and bedrock, following mass conservation. If 

the lowest level above the water table is still over saturated, then that excess is redistributed back 

upwards towards the surface. If the top layer is still over saturated at this point, the excess is 

eliminated from the soil column as Dunne runoff. It is noted here that water mass balance is 

ensured at each integration step by using double precision calculations. 

2.7  Previous applications of FSU hydromet model 

The FSU hydromet model has been applied during the Convection and 

Precipitation/Electrification Experiment (CaPE) (Foote 1991), the Boreal Ecosystem-

Atmosphere Study (BOREAS) (Hall 1999), and the First ISLSCP (International Satellite Land 

Surface Climatology Project) Field Experiment (FIFE) (Sellers et al. 1992b). Cooper et al. 

(1998) applied the FSU hydromet model to data collected during CaPE and analyzed the 

seasonal surface water budget of Florida during summer 1991. Cooper et al. (1997) used 

BOREAS data to find the effects of averaging model input values on area-wide mean surface 

fluxes. Using FIFE data, Smith et al. (1994) analyzed the effects of precipitation, vegetation, and 

soil moisture distributions on boundary layer circulations while Cooper et al. (1995) calculated 

surface sensible heat fluxes based on pyrgeometer data collected 1.75 m above the surface. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

CO2 ASSIMILATION MODELS 

 

The three CO2 flux models are integrated into the FSU hydromet model to provide a link 

between the biophysics of plant production and surface energy fluxes. Various environmental 

factors affect leaf processes that control stomatal aperture within plants, which in turn affects 

transpiration and therefore latent heat fluxes as well as CO2 fluxes and uptake. The models 

calculate the fundamental parameters of photosynthesis, stomatal resistance, and respiration 

values which contribute to net CO2 flux within an ecosystem. Each model uses a distinct method 

that integrates the processes at leaf-level, scaling up to canopy level in order to determine CO2 

assimilation at the canopy scale. 

The model of Smith et al. (1993), referred to as S93, was initially developed based on a 

CO2 assimilation model following principles laid down by Gates (1980) and Farquhar and 

Sharkey (1982). This is a leaf-level model that calculates photosynthesis and various respiration 

parameters on a diurnal basis, using an LAI to scale up to the canopy level. In this case, the 

stomatal resistance is based on the Jarvis (1976) model which is a function of light, temperature, 

and moisture factors, and is not directly coupled to photosynthesis. 

The Collatz et al. (1991) and Ball et al. (1987) approach (see eq. 18) to CO2 assimilation is 

included in the other two CO2 assimilation models integrated into the FSU hydromet model. The 

first of these, the light-use efficiency (LUE) model of Anderson et al. (2000), uses an LUE 

parameter in place of the Farquhar et al. (1980) physiology equations, integrating over the 

canopy as a whole to derive stomatal resistance values at the canopy level. The 2nd of the latter 

two models, the National Center for Atmospheric Research Land Surface Model (NCAR-LSM), 

follows the approach of Bonan (1996) (thus referred to as B96), employing LAI to scale up from 

leaf-level to canopy scale. Results from each model were compared and contrasted to determine 

which CO2 assimilation model was best suited for application in Amazônia. 
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3.1  S93 

The Smith et al. (1993) CO2 assimilation model is similar to the Farquhar et al. (1980) 

model in that it incorporates leaf biophysics to calculate photosynthesis values. Assimilation (A) 

is a function of PAR, LAI, SAI, quantum yield (maximum response of photosynthesis to PAR), 

and canopy temperature (Tc): 

 A = LSAI × fdry × fac ×
qy × PAReff

1+ qy × PAReff Aml × Λ Tc( )( )2( )[ ]
1

2
 (14) 

where LSAI is the sum of LAI and SAI, fdry is the fraction of LSAI which is dry LAI, fac is a 

function of LAI and SAI, qy is quantum yield, PAReff is effective PAR per unit LAI and SAI, Aml is 

photosynthesis for maximum temperature and saturated light (constant), and Λ(Tc) is a function 

representing the dependence of photosynthesis on Tc with a peak value of ~1.0 at Tc = 313.65K. 

Respiration values in the S93 model are a combination of photorespiration and dark 

respiration, which are calculated during daylight hours. Photorespiration and dark respiration are 

both functions of photosynthesis and an internal CO2 concentration, while dark respiration is a 

function of stomatal, aerodynamic, and carboxylation resistances, and dependent upon an 

exponential function of temperature T, which is also used in maintenance respiration: 

 R(T ) = 30 −9000 T( )  (15) 

Maintenance respiration is calculated separately for day and night: 

 ( ) ( )



 +×= −

scdaym TRTR
LAI

SAI
R 5.01036.0 8

,  (16.1) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]








−+





 +×= −

cscnightm TRTRTR
LAI

SAI
R 123.05.0877.011036.0 8

,  (16.2) 

where Ts represents skin temperature. 

Leaf stomatal resistance (rs) is determined independently of photosynthesis following 

Jarvis (1976): 

 rs = min rs min × R f × S f × M f ×V f ,rsmax( ) (17) 

where rsmin and rsmax are the minimum and maximum stomatal resistance, Rf represents the 

dependence of rs on solar radiation, Sf is an analogous factor dependent upon the seasonally 

varying temperature, Mf is the ambient moisture factor, and Vf is the vapor pressure deficit factor. 

Smith et al. (1993) provides a complete description of the S93 CO2 assimilation model. 
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3.2  LUE 

Anderson et al. (2000) describe LUE to be the net carbon dioxide uptake by the canopy 

(intake less respiration) per incoming PAR absorbed by green vegetation in the canopy. 

Photosynthesis is directly linked to stomatal resistance, but the leaf biophysics of Farquhar et al. 

(1980) are replaced by an LUE value designated at the canopy scale as opposed to the leaf scale. 

The LUE model solves a series of six equations in terms of stomatal resistance and net CO2 

assimilation (Ac): 

 
1

rs

= m
Ac

cs

es

e i

+ bc  (18) 

 cs = c ic − Ac 1.3rb + ra( )  (19) 

where m is a unitless empirical parameter, es is vapor pressure at the leaf surface, ei is the 

saturation vapor pressure inside the leaf, cs is the CO2 concentration at the leaf surface, cic is the 

in-canopy CO2 concentration, rb is the mean leaf boundary layer resistance to water vapor 

diffusion in the canopy, bc is the minimum stomatal conductance when Ac = 0 and is a function 

of LAI and dry, green leaf matter, and ra is aerodynamic resistance to turbulent transport between 

the canopy and measurement reference height. ei and es are in Pascals (Pa), cs and cic are in molar 

fraction (mol CO2 mol-1 air), rs, rb, and ra are in s m2 µmol-1, and Ac and bc are in µmol m-2 s-1. 

The six main equations are combined into a cubic function in rs where rs is a function of 

boundary layer and aerodynamic resistance, canopy and internal vapor pressure, internal and 

atmospheric CO2 concentration, absorbed PAR (APAR), and various LUE parameters. After 

solving for rs, net CO2 assimilation is found from: 

 Ac =
c icβn APAR 1−γ 0( )

c ic γ n − γ 0( )+ βn APAR 1.6rs +1.3rb + ra( )
 (20) 

where βn, γn, and γ0 are vegetation-specific parameters, βn is the nominal LUE value, γn is the 

nominal ratio of intercellular to ambient CO2 concentration, and γ0 is the ratio of intercellular to 

ambient CO2 concentration when canopy LUE = 0. Ac is assumed to represent net CO2 

assimilation without using specified growth and maintenance respiration equations as in B96 

(Anderson, personal communication, 2001). 

3.3  NCAR-LSM (B96) 

The B96 model of Bonan (1996) follows earlier work of Bonan (1991, 1993a, 1993b, 1995) 

and Dickinson (1986, 1993).  This scheme simulates exchange of CO2 from photosynthetic 
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uptake in the manner of Farquhar et al. (1980) and CO2 loss from maintenance, growth, and 

microbial respiration. A series of equations similar to the LUE model are utilized where 

photosynthesis is directly tied to leaf stomatal resistance following the Collatz et al. (1991) 

scheme: 

 
1

rs

= m
A

cs

es

ei

Patm + b  (21) 

where A is leaf photosynthesis, b is the minimum stomatal conductance when A = 0, and Patm is 

the atmospheric pressure (in Pa). CO2 concentration at the leaf surface is calculated from: 

 cs = c ic −1.37rbPatm A  (22) 

and vapor pressure at the leaf surface is calculated from: 

 es =
rbe i + rseac

rb + rs

 (23) 

where eac is the vapor pressure of air in the canopy (in Pa).  Units are the same as in the LUE 

model except that cs and cic are in Pa.  Photosynthesis is limited by three carboxylation rates (wc, 

wj, and wx) and is calculated from: 

 A = min(wc,wj,wx) (24) 

The RuBP carboxylase (Rubisco) limited rate (wc) is given by: 

 

( )
( )














++

Γ−
=

plantsCforV

plantsCfor
KoKc

Vc

w oici

i

c

4max

3
max*

1  (25) 

where oi is the O2 concentration (in Pa), Vmax is the maximum rate of carboxylation, and Kc, Ko, 

and Γ
* are Michaelis-Menten parameters described in Bonan (1996). Kc, Ko, and Γ

* are all 

dependent on canopy temperature, while Vmax is given by: 

 Vmax =Vmax 25av max

Tc − 25

10 f N( ) f Tc( )βt  (26) 

where Vmax25 is the value at 25°C, avmax is a temperature sensitivity parameter, f(Tc) mimics 

thermal breakdown within vegetation, f(N) adjusts photosynthesis based on foliage nitrogen but 

is currently set as f(N) = 1, and βt is a function of soil moisture where βt = 1.0 (0.0) when the soil 

is wet and (dry). 

The light limited rate (wj) is given by: 
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 (27) 

where φ is absorbed PAR (in W m-2) and α is quantum efficiency (in µmol CO2 per µmol 

photon). 

Finally, the export limited rate (wx) is given by: 

 













=

plantsCfor
P

c
V

plantsCforV

w

atm

ix

4max

3max

4000

5.0

 (28) 

For C3 plants, all three carboxylation-limiting rates are dependent upon canopy 

temperature, wc and wj are dependent on internal CO2 concentration, and wj is the one term that is 

dependent on PAR. For C4 plants, wc and wx are dependent on canopy temperature, wx is also 

dependent on internal CO2 concentration, and wj is solely dependent on PAR. 

Three respiration parameters are calculated in B96. Maintenance respiration is calculated 

from the relationship: 

 
Rm = LR f 25 f N( )βt +Vb

s
Rs25 + Vb

r
Rr25[ ]arm

Tc −25

10

 (29) 

where arm is a temperature sensitivity parameter and the terms inside the brackets represent 

foliage, stem, and root maintenance respiration values. Growth respiration is calculated solely 

from photosynthesis and LAI values: 

 Rg = 0.25 A
sun

L
sun + A

sha
L

sha( ) (30) 

where A
sun and A

sha represent sunlit and shaded photosynthesis values, while L
sun and L

sha 

represent sunlit and shaded LAI values.  Microbial (soil) respiration is calculated by: 

 Rs =
θ 

a1 +θ 
a2

a2 + θ 
a3Sca4

Ts −10

10  (31) 

where θ is the volumetric soil water content, a1, a2, and a4 are respiration parameters, Sc is soil 

carbon, a3 is respiration rate at 10ºC, and Ts is temperature of the top soil layer (in °C). 

Respiration values are calculated in µmol m-2 s-1. 

3.4  Synthesis of CO2 assimilation model designs 

The most prominent distinction between the three carbon models is their relationship 

between photosynthesis and stomatal resistance. As mentioned above, the S93 stomatal 
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resistance is decoupled from photosynthesis, whereas the LUE and B96 models contain a 

fundamental link between the two that allows for a unified representation of the surface fluxes of 

energy and CO2. Although both the LUE and B96 CO2 assimilation models are based on the 

Collatz et al. (1991) link between stomatal resistance and photosynthesis, there are important 

differences between them. B96 uses the biochemical equations of Farquhar et al. (1980) 

independently of stomatal resistance formulation, whereas the LUE model uses LUE parameters 

along with a stomatal resistance formulation to calculate net CO2 assimilation. In addition, B96 

and S93 use explicit respiration formulae to calculate CO2 fluxes while the LUE model implicitly 

incorporates vegetation respiration into net CO2 assimilation. 

Another major difference area involves scaling. The B96 and S93 models are leaf-level 

formulations that utilize the LAI parameter to scale leaf-level values to canopy-level. B96 

initially separates the canopy into sunlit and shaded portions during calculations of 

photosynthesis and stomatal resistance values prior to scaling. The LUE model is, at its core, a 

canopy-level model. The bc term of eq. (18) provides a link between leaf-level calculations (such 

as eq. (21) of the B96 model) and canopy-level calculations through the use of the LAI 

parameter. Equations in the LUE model are further manipulated from this point on with a 

canopy-level perspective. 

The final difference of note involves the time-scale on which each model is dependent. 

While S93 and B96 are not tied to any particular timescale per se, Anderson et al. (2000) 

acknowledge that the LUE model is geared toward an annual timescale. LUE values can change 

with the seasons, or be influenced by extremes of temperature, moisture, etc. Therefore, a single 

standard LUE value for a given vegetation type may not accurately represent light use efficiency 

over a seasonal or annual period. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

OBSERVATIONS 

 

Tower site data from LBA’s European Studies on Trace Gases and Atmospheric Chemistry 

(LBA-EUSTACH) research programme (Andreae et al. 2002) have been used for validation of 

the FSU hydromet model. Data were provided from the Manaus and Jaru forest sites and the 

Fazenda Nossa Senhora (FNS) pasture site for 1999. Fig. 1 indicates approximate locations. The 

Manaus tower site is located at 2.61°S - 60.21°W, the Jaru site at 10.08°S - 61.93°W, and the 

FNS site at 10.76°S - 62.36°W. Forcing datasets for the FSU hydromet model are prepared at a 

half-hourly interval and include surface pressure, air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, 

wind direction, rainfall, and incoming shortwave, longwave, and PAR radiation. Forcing data 

were available from 23 March to 31 December at Jaru, from 15 May to 31 December at Manaus, 

and from 5 February to 31 December at FNS. Half-hourly observations of CO2, sensible heat, 

and latent heat fluxes are used for comparison with hydromet model output. These verification 

data were collected from 23 March to 29 November at Jaru, from 19 July to 31 December at 

Manaus, and from 5 February to 31 December at FNS. 

Half-hourly datasets of observed latent and sensible heat and CO2 fluxes are selected to 

coincide with the greatest amount of continuous forcing data available for each tower site in 

1999. The Jaru tower site dataset used for model forcing includes a total of 2,688 time steps 

between 18 April and 12 June (Julian days 108-163) in which corresponding flux verification 

data were only absent at one time step. The FNS tower site dataset includes a total of 5,232 time 

steps between 8 February and 26 May (Julian days 38-146), however 49% of the corresponding 

CO2 flux verification data are missing during this time period, along with 46.5% of the sensible 

and latent heat flux data. The Manaus tower site dataset includes a total of 8,010 time steps 

between 16 June and 29 November (Julian days 167-333), in which flux verification data are 
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available between Julian days 200-333, and in which overall 34.4% of the CO2 and latent heat 

flux data are missing along with 31.7% of the sensible heat flux data. 

4.1  Tower-site meteorological variables 

Figure 2 shows the mean diurnal forcing variable values at the three tower sites during 

periods of coincident forcing and flux data as described above. Downwelling SW radiation 

values are similar at all three sites, with the Jaru time series exhibiting lowest values since the 

data used were collected during late Autumn in the southern hemisphere. Downwelling LW 

radiation is shown on the same scale as SW radiation to illustrate the small variation of diurnal 

values in comparison with SW radiation. Typical diurnal ranges of downwelling LW radiation at 

all three sites are about 40 W m-2. Manaus had the largest downwelling LW radiation values with 

a mean diurnal range of 402-446 W m-2 followed by FNS (399-436 W m-2) and Jaru (396-432 W 

m-2). 

Average air temperatures are warmest at Manaus, while values at Jaru and FNS are similar 

due to the close proximity of the two sites and the number of days shared between the two time 

series. Mean diurnal temperatures at Manaus are warmer than FNS and Jaru by nearly 2°C 

throughout most of the day. The Manaus site had a tendency to reach its maximum daily 

temperature about an hour earlier than the other two sites, as well as cooling off earlier in the 

afternoon. Air pressures are greatest at Manaus due to the low elevation of the tower (70.84 m 

MSL), followed by Jaru (197.27 m MSL) and FNS (291.58 m MSL). 

Relative humidities (RHs) at Manaus exhibit the lowest mean values of the three sites. The 

first half of the Manaus time series occurs during the southern hemisphere winter; Araújo et al. 

(2002) show that RHs during the period from June–November 1999 have some of the lowest 

monthly average values during the time period of their study. On average, FNS and Jaru have 

around 10% higher RH values than Manaus and are often near 100% RH at night. 
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Figure 2:  Mean diurnal meteorological forcing variable values at Manaus, Jaru, and FNS tower 
sites.  Downwelling longwave (LW) flux is presented on same ordinate scale as downwelling 
shortwave (SW) flux to emphasize relatively compact diurnal range of LW fluxes. 
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FNS has the largest mean rain rate (RR) of the three sites at 0.23 mm hr-1, followed by 

Manaus (0.19 mm hr-1) and Jaru (0.09 mm hr-1). This is likely due to the fact that the bulk of the 

FNS time series occurred during the wet season of October through April in southwestern 

Amazônia. However, Andreae et al. (2002) showed that FNS experienced far lower than normal 

precipitation totals during the first half of 1999, whereas the influence of “La Niña” on Manaus 

produced higher rainfall totals during what is typically the dry season (June-October) -- 

particularly in September when Manaus received more than double the long-term average 

precipitation. Rainfall at all three sites occurs primarily in the afternoon, while the FNS site 

indicates several instances of significant early morning rain. Jaru receives much less rain than the 

other sites since this relatively short time series starts at the beginning of the dry season in 

southwest Amazônia. 

During daylight hours, mean wind speeds at FNS are nearly twice as high as wind speeds at 

the two forest sites, which may be due to the discrepancy between measurement heights. FNS 

winds were measured at a height of 9.3 meters above the ground whereas wind measurements at 

Jaru and Manaus were collected at heights of 61 meters and 52 meters above the ground, 

respectively. Another possibility for the discrepancy is the possibility for small-scale circulations 

created by varying vegetation between the perennial grass at FNS and the nearby tropical forests. 

At night, the Manaus site indicates the highest mean winds while all three sites exhibit wind 

speeds generally less than 2 m s-1. Although the Manaus tower site is situated NNW of the 

junction of Rio Negro with the Amazon River, river breezes are unlikely to affect measurements 

at the tower site for two reasons. First, the tower is situated in pristine tropical forest about 30 km 

from Rio Negro and about 75 km from the Amazon River, and second, the prevailing easterly 

winds blow over large areas of tropical forest before reaching the tower. The Jaru site indicates 

the lowest mean wind speeds throughout the day. 

4.2  Tower-site fluxes 

Figure 3 shows mean diurnal CO2, sensible heat, and latent heat fluxes observed at the 

three tower sites. CO2 fluxes are measured using eddy covariance techniques described by 

Moncrieff et al. (1997). CO2 fluxes at the two forest sites clearly exhibit the morning venting 

characteristics of dense forest canopies in Amazônia (Culf et al. 1997, 1999). On nights with 

relatively calm winds and thus a characteristically stable nocturnal boundary layer, respired CO2 

within the forest canopies remains stored, building up CO2 concentrations under the canopy top 
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until sunrise when the boundary layer starts its transition to unstable conditions. Observed peak 

venting typically occurs about 1-2 hours after sunrise. 

The observed morning venting maximum at Jaru is greater in magnitude than the maximum 

at Manaus. Araújo et al. (2002) found variations in morning venting values throughout the year, 

with higher magnitudes of morning venting occurring during the dry season. Morning venting 

magnitudes at Manaus show a tendency to be greater during the dry season (earlier in the time 

series) than during the transition into the wet season (later in the time series). CO2 uptake at 

Manaus is generally more rapid after morning venting than at Jaru. Both forest sites have 

maximum daytime uptake peaks around noon. The mean maximum uptake at Jaru (Manaus) is 

16.4 µmol m-2 s-1 (15.5 µmol m-2 s-1). CO2 flux patterns at the forest sites are similar from noon 

throughout most of the night. 

The pasture site at FNS shows larger mean uptake values during the day than at the two 

forest sites. McWilliam et al. (1996) also found this to be the case during a 1992-1993 

ABRACOS study comparing a pasture site at Fazenda Nossa Senhora da Aparecida and a forest 

site at Jaru. They found higher photosynthesis in the pasture during both wet and dry seasons. 

The mean maximum daytime uptake value at FNS is 19.9 µmol m-2 s-1, more than 3 µmol m-2 s-1 

higher than either forest site. Nighttime fluxes of CO2 at FNS are greater than at the forest sites, 

likely due to the inability of the pasture to store as much CO2 during the night as the deeper and 

denser forest canopies, resulting in a lack of morning CO2 venting by the pasture. 

Latent heat fluxes at Manaus exceed those found at Jaru and FNS. While Jaru and FNS 

rarely indicate mean latent heat fluxes above 300 W m-2 during individual weeks, Manaus 

frequently indicates weekly means above 300 W m-2, and even exhibits mean latent heat fluxes 

greater than 500 W m-2 near the end of October 1999. Manaus and FNS indicate peak mean 

sensible heat fluxes of around 140 W m-2 while Jaru indicates a peak mean sensible heat flux of 

117 W m-2. No discernible trend is evident in either the FNS or Manaus data to indicate seasonal 

variation of sensible heat flux. 
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Figure 3:  Observed mean diurnal fluxes of CO2 (top), latent heat (middle), and sensible heat 
(bottom) at Manaus, Jaru, and FNS tower sites.  Positive values represent fluxes out of 
canopy, while negative values represent fluxes into canopy. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

INITIAL MODEL RUNS 

 

Initial FSU hydromet model runs were made for FNS using ‘tall grass’ vegetation 

parameters from Dickinson et al. (1993) along with visible albedo values from Pielke (1984) and 

C3 grass values of NIR albedo and LAI from Bonan (1996). Initial model runs at Jaru and 

Manaus are performed using the classification ‘tropical evergreen broadleaf tree’, primarily with 

‘tropical seasonal tree’ parameters from Bonan (1996) but with additional values from Dickinson 

et al. (1993) and Bruijnzeel (1996). 

Topographic slope values at the tower sites are 0.053 degrees at Manaus and Jaru and 0.09 

degrees at FNS. Tower site soil classifications are clay for Manaus and sand for FNS and Jaru 

throughout the 14 levels of the hydromet soil module. In point mode, initial soil moistures at 14 

levels are based on a study by de Souza et al. (1996) for FNS and Jaru, while model runs at 

Manaus use observed soil moisture data from the ABRACOS experiment from 1990-1993. 

Initial soil temperatures at all three tower data sites are determined using the de Souza et al. 

(1996) study. Manaus and Jaru are assigned initial water table depths of 5 meters, while FNS is 

assigned a water table depth of 4 meters. Initial snowpack depths, only relevant to the Andes 

mountains, are set to zero. 

5.1  Net ecosystem productivity (NEP) 

Net primary productivity (NPP) is the difference between gross photosynthesis and plant 

respiration, whereas NEP is the difference between NPP and heterotrophic (soil) respiration (e.g., 

Trumbore et al. 1999). Figure 4 shows a comparison of mean diurnal NEP values produced by 

the three CO2 assimilation models with mean observed CO2 fluxes at the three tower sites. 

Positive values represent fluxes directed toward the atmosphere while negative values represent 

fluxes into the canopy. The S93 and LUE models produce similar NEP values at forest sites, with 

LUE producing lower NEP values during daytime. Both models are close in matching observed 
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fluxes in the afternoon and early evening. At forest sites, B96 produces larger NEP values during 

nighttime than the other two models and smaller (less negative) values during daytime. 
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Figure 4:  Initial NEP values produced by three CO2 assimilation models at three tower sites. 
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At FNS, the LUE model’s NEP values correlate well with observations, but with a low bias 

of approximately 5 µmol m-2 s-1. The S93 model best reproduces observed nighttime fluxes but is 

not as accurate in reproducing daytime fluxes. B96 produces smaller NEP values than indicated 

by observations during nighttime, and produces the smallest NEP values during daytime. 

The most obvious feature, as evident in Fig. 4, is the inability of the three CO2 assimilation 

models in the absence of a boundary layer component to capture the morning venting from the 

forest canopies, a distinct feature that is not present at the pasture site. All three of the 

assimilation models begin uptake shortly after sunrise around 0600 local time (LT), whereas the 

observations show that CO2 venting begins to occur around this time. After morning venting at 

Jaru, modeled NEP values only begin to emulate daytime observations at around local noon. 

5.2  Selection of CO2 assimilation model 

The LUE model is found to be unsuitable for this study for two specific reasons. First, the 

model does not provide the needed empirical parameters for tropical forests. Parameters are 

provided for prairie, rangeland, soybean and corn crops, black spruce trees, and desert shrubs. 

Since tropical forests make up 63% of the ASSA, the parameters provided by Anderson et al. 

(2000) are not sufficient for this study. Secondly, because of the nature of LUE models, the 

model provides net CO2 assimilation by the canopy without requiring knowledge of respiration 

parameters such as growth and maintenance respiration, and thus cannot accumulate CO2 in the 

canopy overnight. 

Both the S93 and B96 models explicitly calculate respiration terms. The most apparent 

difference between these two models is the treatment of stomatal resistance. The independence 

between photosynthesis and stomatal resistance in the S93 model becomes a concern because 

stomatal resistance provides a fundamental link between photosynthesis and sensible and latent 

heat fluxes. Lower stomatal resistance values serve to increase stomatal aperture and allow 

increased transfer of water vapor and CO2 between plants and their environment, thereby 

producing higher latent heat fluxes and photosynthesis while lowering sensible heat fluxes. 

Larger stomatal resistance values serve to reduce stomatal aperture and reduce transfer of water 

vapor and CO2, thus lowering latent heat fluxes and photosynthesis while increasing sensible 

heat fluxes by increasing the air temperature surrounding the vegetation. This important link is 

absent in the S93 model but is a fundamental feature of the B96 model. Although photosynthesis 

is calculated independently of stomatal resistance in B96, stomatal resistance is directly 
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dependent on the calculated photosynthesis value, and is passed to the FSU hydromet model to 

calculate sensible and latent heat fluxes. For this reason, the B96 model is selected to model CO2 

assimilation within the FSU hydromet model for the remainder of the analyses. 

5.3  Soil respiration 

Calculations of NEP indicate that CO2 photosynthesis and respiration combine to form 

conditions that precede the morning CO2 venting observed within the forest canopies of 

Amazônia. Therefore, development of a complete canopy flux model to replicate the trapping of 

CO2 within the forest canopy during nighttime followed by rapid CO2 efflux shortly after sunrise 

requires knowledge of soil respiration into the lower canopy, and transport of the respired CO2 

up into the canopy crown and out into the surface layer of the lower boundary layer. 

Eq. (31) for soil respiration in B96 is found to underestimate soil respiration values 

observed in Amazônia as reported by Wofsy et al. (1988) and Meir et al. (1996). More recent 

measurements of soil respiration in Amazônia are being used to provide soil respiration formulae 

for use within the FSU hydromet model. At this time, forest soil respiration is based on wet and 

dry season measurements made by Silva et al. (2002): 

  (32.1) Rs,wet = 0.29225 Ts( )− 4.1034

  (32.2) Rs,dry = 0.19889 Ts( )− 3.2389

  (32.3) Rs = Fw10Rs,wet + 1− Fw10( )Rs,dry

where Rs,wet is wet season soil respiration, Rs,dry is dry season soil respiration, and Ts and Fw10 are 

temperature and water saturation in the top 10 cm of soil, respectively. All other vegetation 

types, including pasture, formulate soil respiration based on the Q10 relationship between soil 

temperature and soil respiration of Meir et al. (1996): 

 Rs = 0.1407 Ts( )+ 0.41 (33) 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

MODELING CANOPY CO2 FLUXES 

 

CO2 assimilation models such as the B96 and LUE use gradient transport theory in which 

fluxes are based on wind speeds, conductances, and the difference between meteorological 

conditions and CO2 concentrations at different heights. However, Raupach and Thom (1981) and 

others have called gradient transport theory into question due to contradictions with observations 

and counter-gradient fluxes of heat, water vapor, and CO2 (Denmead and Bradley 1987). 

Localized near-field (LNF) model studies, such as those conducted by Raupach (1989), Katul et 

al. (1997), L. Gu et al. (1999), and Lai et al. (2002), have used a Lagrangian approach to 

calculate CO2 concentrations based on diffusive far-field and non-diffusive near-field 

components. 

Eagleson (2002) argues that the complexity of the LNF models is a mismatch compared to 

the simplicity of the canopy models within which they operate, and notes that in spite of the 

demonstrated inadequacies of the flux-gradient approach, Raupach and Thom (1981) 

acknowledge that the flux-gradient methods have “given approximate but useful insight into the 

way in which physical and biological factors combine to govern the transpiration and 

photosynthesis rates of a plant canopy”. 

Kruijt et al. (1996) note that while gradient transport theory cannot account for counter-

gradient fluxes observed in their study at Jaru, LNF schemes also have difficulty in dense 

canopies due to the observed inhomogeneous nature of nighttime turbulence, a circumstance for 

which LNF theory is invalid. They also note that the two studies of Dolman and Wallace (1991) 

and van den Hurk and McNaughton (1995) have shown that near-field effects produce little 

difference in the prediction of canopy fluxes. A LNF model also requires detailed knowledge of 

canopy architecture, vertical velocity variance, as well as a Lagrangian time scale for each 

canopy for which the model is applied. 
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Arya (2001) notes that while gradient transport theory has flaws, it can be useful and 

representative, while Bonan (1996) argues that while the method is theoretically questionable, 

the simple gradient flux approach will produce “realistic” results. Since the energy flux modules 

of the FSU Hydromet model, LUE model and the NCAR-LSM all use in-canopy exponential 

decay of wind speed based on gradient theory, use of the same conductances within the canopy 

provides a consistency between modeled carbon and energy fluxes. 

To resolve the question regarding which approach to apply in this study, which involves 

calculations at more than 35,000 grid points over the ASSA every hour for many months, and 

bearing in mind the additional computational burden of a many-layered model and the lack of 

detailed knowledge of canopy architecture, a detailed LNF model is tested against a flux-gradient 

model. The LNF model selected is that of L. Gu et al. (1999). The LNF model is a two-stream 

radiative transfer model for plant canopies and allowed for the separation of the canopy into 

three layers. Absorbed shortwave and longwave radiation were calculated in each layer, along 

with fluxes between adjacent layers. The theory was that separation of the canopy into layers 

would allow for a more realistic treatment of sensible heat fluxes between the canopy and the 

atmosphere. Perhaps, surprisingly, significant differences are not found between the LNF and 

FSU hydromet model schemes. Because of these comparison results and the arguments presented 

above, the flux-gradient scheme is adopted as an approximate model representing in-canopy 

mixing of momentum and CO2, and is thus adopted as the main PBL transport scheme used for 

the modeling system. 

Wofsy et al. (1988) observed in-canopy accumulations of CO2 during nighttime at Manaus, 

followed by a decline in the afternoon. Concentrations of well over 400 parts per million (ppm) 

were found in the lowest 6 m of the forest canopy, which they attributed to soil emission. 

Concentrations from 6-30 m were nearly uniform during both day and night, indicating turbulent 

mixing throughout the day. Fitzjarrald and Moore (1990) found nocturnal bursts of CO2 due to 

onsets of cloudiness or changes in wind speed and temperature structure within the Amazon 

forest canopy. They theorized that the increase in wind speed above the canopy causes resonant 

wave motion inside the canopy and that CO2 is likely to escape from the canopy during these 

episodes. Culf et al. (1997) showed observations of CO2 venting in the Jaru forest around 0800 

LT during May and June of 1993 attributable to CO2 respired by the soil and vegetation and 

stored in the canopy during nighttime. CO2 concentrations rose throughout the night to an 
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average of 486 ppm at 0700 LT and then fell sharply to an average of 360 ppm at 1400 LT. They 

presented a model for CO2 concentrations using simple models of daytime mixed ML growth 

and nocturnal boundary layer (NBL) heights, and found observed CO2 concentrations to be 

consistent with model results. [Another Culf et al. (1999) study showed nocturnal CO2 

concentrations of around 500 ppm inside forest canopies north of Manaus during a 10-day 

analysis of 1995 data.] 

During daytime, the vegetative canopy assimilates CO2 provided that sufficient moisture is 

present within the vegetation to create stomatal aperture for the 2-way process of transpiration 

and CO2 assimilation. At night, stomatal closure effectively shuts down photosynthetic uptake 

inside the canopy. In B96, growth respiration is shut down at night as well since it is a function 

of photosynthesis. As a result, soil and maintenance respiration are the only CO2 assimilation 

processes that take place at night. 

CO2 produced by soil and maintenance respiration is trapped inside the canopy at night due 

to a reduction of turbulence and increase in stability. Araújo et al. (2002) discussed the tendency 

for respired CO2 to accumulate within the canopy on nights with calm winds and little turbulence 

as opposed to nights with higher winds and significant mixing. Observations show that tall forest 

canopies in Amazônia have a distinct tendency for CO2 to be released from within the canopy to 

the air above the canopy shortly after sunrise. The basic hypothesis is that the physics of the 

surface layer affect the timing and strength of the release, and that it is necessary to model the 

surface layer in order to simulate the observations of CO2 fluxes at the tower sites. 

6.1  CO2 flux model 

Figure 5 shows a schematic of the CO2 flux model structure within the FSU hydromet 

model. Layers 1-3 represent the vegetation canopy and have fixed depths. The combined sum of 

the zero-plane displacement height (zpdh) and the roughness height (z0) determine the thickness 

of layers 1 (∆z1) and 2 (∆z2), with layer 1 comprising the lower half and layer 2 the upper half. 

The zpdh formulation is taken from a study by Stanhill (1969): 

  (34) zpdh =10
0.98 log H can( )−0.15[ ]

where Hcan is the height of the canopy (in m). The zpdh is typically two-thirds of the canopy 

height. Layer 3 is from the top of layer 2 to the top of the canopy with depth ∆z3. Layers 4 and 5 

have fluctuating depths according to the rise and fall of the ML during daytime and the NBL  
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Figure 5:  CO2 flux model diagram.  Boundary layer is divided into five layers; three in-canopy, 
and two above canopy.  Layer 6 is free atmosphere layer above inversion.  F represents CO2 
fluxes between layers; gb represents conductances between layers; α1, α2, and α3 are 
fractions of canopy contained in layers 1, 2, and 3, respectively; C represents CO2 
concentration in each layer; ∆z represents thickness of each layer, Hinv is height of inversion; 
HSL is height of surface layer; Hcan is height of canopy; zpdh is zero-plane displacement 
height; and z0 is roughness height.  Single digit subscripts represent values for particular 
layer, while two-digit subscripts represent values at boundaries between adjacent layers. 
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during nighttime. Thus Hinv is the height of the NBL at night, and is the height of the ML during  

the day.  HSL is the height of the surface layer, which is taken to be 0.1Hinv. Layer 4 represents 

the surface layer and extends from the top of the canopy to the top of the surface layer. Layer 5  

extends from the top of the surface layer to the inversion, whether that means the top of the ML 

during daytime or the top of the NBL during nighttime. The surface layer is considered to 

 comprise the lowest 10% of the depth between the top of the canopy and the height of the 

inversion, as suggested by Stull (1988). Layer 6 is the free atmosphere above the inversion. 

Fluxes and conductances between layers are indicated by integer subscripts (12, 23, 34, etc.) 

where, for instance, F12 is the flux of CO2 between layers 1 and 2, and gb12 is the conductance at 

the top of layer 1 and the bottom of layer 2. CO2 concentrations within layers are denoted by C1, 

C2, etc. The model initializes CO2 concentrations at all layers to a standard environmental CO2 

concentration of 360 ppm based on values given in Culf et al. (1999). CO2 concentrations in the 

three canopy layers are used as canopy concentration inputs to the B96 CO2 assimilation module. 

Conductances within the canopy (gb12 and gb23) are found using the leaf boundary layer 

conductance at a height z within the canopy from Bonan (1996) and Arya (2001): 

 gb z( )= 0.01
u z( )
dleaf

 (35) 

where dleaf is leaf dimension, and |u|(z) is the wind speed at height z within the canopy, given by: 

 u z( )= u Hcan( )exp −a 1− z H can( )[ ] (36) 

where a is an extinction coefficient given by Goudriaan (1977) as: 

 a =
Hcan LAI2

dleaf

 

 
  

 

 
  

1
3

 (37) 

and |u|(Hcan) is the wind speed at the top of the canopy: 

 u Hcan( )=
u∗

k
ln

Hcan − zpdh

z0

 

 
  

 

 
   (38) 

Here, u
*
 is the friction velocity (m s-1) and k is the von Karman constant: 

 k = 0.4 (39) 

Fluxes within the canopy are defined at each level as indicated in Fig. 5. The flux between 

the ground and layer 1 is the soil respiration value (F01), and the gain or loss of CO2 by the air 

within the canopy due to photosynthesis and growth-maintenance respiration is F02. F02 is 
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divided amongst the three canopy layers proportional to the depth of each layer. Fluxes between 

layers inside the canopy are calculated using aerodynamic conductances as: 

 FBA = −1.52ρairgbBA CA − CB( ) (40) 

where FBA is the flux between the layers below (B) and above (A), 1.52ρair represents CO2 

density, g
BA

 is the conductance between adjacent layers, and CA and CB are the CO2 

concentrations in the layer above and below, respectively. A condition where CA > CB results in 

a negative flux of CO2 from upper to lower layer, while CA < CB results in a net transfer of CO2 

from lower to upper layer. 

CO2 concentrations in the canopy are integrated according to basic flux divergence theory, 

where concentrations are regulated by fluxes of CO2 entering and leaving the layer: 

 C t +1( ) = C t( )− FA − FB + αF02( )[ ]∆tI /∆z  (41) 

where C(t) is the initial CO2 concentration in the layer, FA is the flux of CO2 out of the layer to 

the layer above, FB is the flux of CO2 into the layer from below, α is the ratio of the depth of the 

layer, ∆z, to the total depth of the canopy, and ∆tI is the CO2 flux model integration time step. 

6.2  Model of mixed layer (ML) 

The general diurnal evolution of the ML is described in detail by Stull (1988). Typical 

morning ML growth is characterized by the onset of turbulence and convective mixing shortly 

after sunrise with warm air rising from the ground and entrainment of air from above the ML 

inversion. The most rapid growth of the ML takes place in the morning, reaching its maximum 

depth by late afternoon. On overcast days, insolation is reduced at the ground resulting in a 

reduction of the intensity of mixing.  The ML experiences slower growth and can be non-

turbulent or neutrally-stratified if the cloud layer is thick enough. ML height at time t+1 is given 

by: 

 HML t +1( ) = H ML t( )+ w e∆t  (42) 

where HML(t) is the ML height from the previous time step, ∆t is the hydromet model time 

interval, and we is an entrainment velocity described in Stull (1988): 

 we =
AR

′ w ′ θ vs

∆ EZθv

 (43) 
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where ′ w ′ θ vs
is the buoyancy flux at the bottom of the ML, ∆ EZθv is the virtual temperature jump 

across the entrainment layer at the top of the ML, and AR is the ratio of the buoyancy fluxes at 

the top and bottom of the ML and is set to AR = 0.2. 

Buoyancy fluxes at the bottom of the ML are a function of surface latent and sensible heat 

fluxes, mixing ratio, and potential temperature: 

 ′ w ′ θ vs
=

H

ρairc p

1+ 0.61q( )+ 0.61θ
λE

ρairLv

 (44) 

where ρair is air density , cp is the specific heat of air, q is the mixing ratio, and θ is the potential 

temperature.  The virtual temperature jump is found from: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) t
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1
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γθθθ  (45) 

where γ is a typical Amazon forest or pasture lapse rate from Fisch et al. (1996). 

After determining the height of the inversion and the height of the surface layer, the model 

calculates fluxes and CO2 concentrations using conductances for each level (see Fig. 5) from: 

  (46) gbij = CDu zi( )

where CD is a stability-adjusted drag coefficient, zi is the level between layers i and j, u(zi) is the 

wind speed using eq. (36) below Hcan and eq. (38) above Hcan. For layers 4 and 5: 

 
F45 = −1.52ρair gb45 + ∆H SL ∆tI( ) C5 − C4( )
F56 = −1.52ρair ∆H inv ∆tI( ) C6 − C5( )

 (47) 

where ∆HSL/∆tI and ∆Hinv/∆tI are entrainment rates across the surface layer and inversion, and 

CO2 concentrations are calculated for canopy layers using eq. (41) for layers 4 and 5: 

 
C4 t +1( )= C4 t( )− F45 − F34( )∆tI[ ] ∆z4

C5 t +1( ) = C5 t( )− F56 − F45( )∆tI[ ] ∆z5

 (48) 

where ∆z4 and ∆z5 are the depths of the surface layer and inversion during each step in the 

integration. Fluxes and concentrations at the reference height are estimated by weighting the 

appropriate values according to: 

 For Href > Hinv 

  Fref = F56 (49.1) 

  Cref = C6 

 For HSL < Href ≤ Hinv 
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  Fref = F45 + (F56 – F45)(Href – ∆z4)/( ∆z5 – ∆z4) (49.2) 

  Cref = C5 

 For Hcan < Href ≤ HSL 

  Fref = F34 + (F45 – F34)(Href – Hcan)/( ∆z4 – Hcan) (49.3) 

  Cref = C4 

6.3  Nocturnal boundary layer (NBL) 

Shortly before sunset, turbulence within the ML begins to decay and a residual layer begins 

to form with the same basic characteristics that the ML had during the day. The NBL forms and 

grows gradually throughout the night, developing into a statically stable layer with weak 

turbulence that is occasionally disturbed by strong winds; see Fitzjarrald and Moore (1990). 

In order to properly replicate early morning CO2 venting, a representation of the NBL is 

essential. Various NBL models were examined by Tombrou et al. (1998) in which it was evident 

that the most practical method of determining NBL height within a model having the 

characteristics of the FSU hydromet model would be a straightforward relationship between 

NBL height and wind speed developed from observations by Koracin and Berkowicz (1988): 

 HNBL = 60u10  (50) 

where u10 represents wind speed at 10 m above the canopy. The NBL is allowed to entrain air 

from above the inversion as it grows or sinks. NBL heights between consecutive time steps 

determine the rate of change of NBL height (dHNBL/dt) along with consequent entrainment rates 

at the tops of the NBL and the surface layer. 

6.4  Transition from ML to NBL 

At sunset, the model transitions between dissipation of the ML and rise of the NBL. When 

K↓ goes to zero, the height of the inversion (now the NBL) is initialized at 1 m above the canopy 

while layer 6 free atmosphere CO2 concentrations are set to residual CO2 concentrations from 

layer 4, i.e., the daytime surface layer. Subsequent heights of the NBL are found from eq. (50) 

for the remainder of the night. At sunrise, the ML is initialized to the final nighttime height of the 

NBL, then allowed to evolve in response to surface fluxes. Entrainment rates at the top of the 

inversion and surface layer are initialized to zero, while the inversion’s virtual potential 

temperature jump is initialized to 5.5°C based on values given in Fisch et al. (1996). 
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6.5  Application of CO2 flux model to tower-sites 

Figure 6 shows initial results from applying the CO2 flux model at the three tower sites. 

Modeled fluxes at the forest sites show an efflux of CO2 from the canopy after sunrise. The mean 

efflux at Manaus is nearly three times that of observed fluxes while the mean efflux at Jaru is  
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Figure 6:  Mean observed and modeled CO2 fluxes at tower sites from initial application of CO2 

flux model. 
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some twice that of observed fluxes. Modeled effluxes at both sites begin immediately after 

sunrise, whereas observations indicate a delay of up to one hour before the onset of effluxes. 

Modeled fluxes at Manaus are consistently greater than observations, while modeled fluxes at 

Jaru are greater during most of the daytime period, except for a brief period during morning 

hours. Modeled fluxes at both sites underestimate daytime uptake, while fluxes at Jaru are closer 

to observations during late afternoon and early evening than at Manaus. 

At the FNS pasture site, the CO2 flux model produces no morning efflux, consistent with 

observations. This is a result of significantly less nighttime CO2 storage inside the minimal 

pasture canopy than in the tall forest canopy. Modeled nighttime fluxes are mostly consistent 

with observations, however significant disagreements occur during daytime. The CO2 flux model 

produces little daytime uptake with respect to observations, and it is apparent that B96 does not 

produce a sufficient amount of photosynthesis in relationship to fluxes observed at FNS. 

Regardless of disagreements, initial results from the CO2 flux model are promising because 

effluxes are produced at the two forest sites with virtually no efflux produced at the FNS site. 

However, the CO2 flux spikes are too large and too early, and assimilation rates are too weak. 
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CHAPTER 7 

 

MODELING CANOPY ENERGY FLUXES 

 

Figure 7 shows comparisons of mean diurnal values of observed and modeled net radiation, 

sensible and latent heat fluxes, and CO2 fluxes at the three tower sites. Figs. 6 and 7 indicate that: 

a.  modeled Rnet reproduces observed Rnet closely at all three sites 

b.  at FNS, energy partitioning of Rnet into H and λE is inadequate 

c.  at forest sites, modeled H overestimates observed H during morning 

d.  at forest sites, modeled λE agrees well with observations 

e.  at forest sites, morning efflux of CO2 is too high and too early by one hour 

f.  at FNS, daytime uptake of CO2 is too low 

Modeled sensible heat fluxes at all three sites are overestimated, especially at the forest 

sites in the morning, and are greatest at Jaru and FNS. Also, the heat fluxes at all three sites 

begin to rise much earlier in the morning than observed. 

At FNS, modeled sensible and latent heat fluxes are “reversed” in magnitude as compared 

with observations, suggesting a problem with the stomatal resistance at that site. High stomatal 

resistance values produce larger sensible heat fluxes and smaller latent heat fluxes. Since the 

modeled net radiation values at FNS are nearly identical to observations, the indication is that 

modeled stomatal resistance is the primary cause of discrepancies between observed and 

modeled energy partitioning at the pasture site. 

The forest site modeled sensible heat fluxes reach their diurnal maximum earlier in the 

morning than observations. Dai et al. (2003) found that several LSMs have similar problems with 

overestimation of morning fluxes at Amazon forest sites. In their study, the Common Land 

Model, NCAR-LSM, BATS, and the IAP94 models all tended to overestimate morning sensible 

heat fluxes as compared to ABRACOS forest data. In common with the initial deign of the FSU 

hydromet model, both the BATS and NCAR-LSM models assume zero canopy heat capacity. 
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Figure 7:  Observed and initial modeled net radiation, latent heat, and sensible heat fluxes. 
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7.1  Canopy heat storage 

Fig. 7 indicates significant difference between observed and modeled sensible and latent 

heat fluxes, particularly in the morning. To achieve energy balance required in eq. (4), the model 

produces excessive canopy temperatures that overestimate sensible heat fluxes in the morning. 

To seek a cause for the elevated sensible heat fluxes, an LNF model is inserted into the 

FSU hydromet model to determine if the excessive morning sensible heat fluxes can be 

eliminated by using a canopy separated into multiple layers -- as opposed to the single layer 

design used by the FSU hydromet model for energy fluxes. This is accomplished by embedding 

the L. Gu et al. (1999) LNF model into the FSU hydromet model to calculate absorbed SW and 

LW radiation within a profile of canopy layers, under the assumption that the LNF model better 

distributes radiation within the canopy in a manner that would minimize the early morning rise in 

canopy temperatures that produces the excessive sensible heat fluxes in the first place. However, 

this test produces virtually identical results to those found using the single layer model, leading 

to the conclusion that the excessive morning fluxes do not stem from canopy radiative transfer 

inadequacies in the FSU hydromet model, but due to some other physical mis-representation. 

In another check, the hydromet model is run at the two forest sites for different 

combinations canopy roughness height, visible and NIR albedo, LAI, canopy emissivity, and 

maximum carboxylation rate under variational ranges consistent with ranges of values found in 

various Amazônia studies. Again, this experiment does not reduce morning sensible heat fluxes 

to acceptable similarity with the observations. Therefore, attention is given to the zero canopy 

heat capacity assumption, an assumption common to the FSU hydromet, BATS, and NCAR-

LSM models, and one that addresses the possibility that forests actually contain sufficient heat 

capacity to control canopy temperatures and the concomitant sensible and latent heat fluxes. 

7.2  Simultaneous calibration of latent heat and CO2 fluxes at Pasture site 

The first step in the process of formulating canopy heat storage involves the calibration of 

latent heat and CO2 fluxes. Matching these two fluxes with observations implies that stomatal 

resistance is being properly physically modeled. Calibration involves creating a balance between 

latent heat and CO2 fluxes using the fundamental coupling of photosynthesis and stomatal 

resistance, i.e., eq. (21), where photosynthesis and stomatal resistance are inversely proportional. 

Lowering stomatal resistance allows more CO2 to enter the leaf while allowing more water vapor 

to exit the leaf, thus increasing both photosynthesis and latent heat flux. Therefore, the best way 
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to decrease stomatal resistance is to increase photosynthesis. In this context, it is noted that the 

hydromet model is already skillful at matching latent heat flux observations at the forest sites. 

The parameter that has the most influence on photosynthesis is Vmax25, the maximum 

carboxylation rate at 25°C, which is one of the five factors that determine Vmax. Two of the three 

limiting factors of photosynthesis are directly dependent on Vmax -- the Rubisco limiting rate (wc) 

and the export limiting rate (wx). Vmax25 is typically assumed to have a nominal value of ~33 

µmol CO2 m
-2 s-1 for grass and ~50 µmol CO2 m

-2 s-1 for forest canopies. Other factors that affect 

Vmax are functions of either canopy temperature or soil moisture. Figure 8 shows that as Tc 

increases, the function f(Tc) decreases, av max

Tc − 25

10  increases, and with f(N) = 1 / βt = 1, and a constant 

Vmax25, Vmax steadily increases with Tc until it reaches a peak at 307 K, decreasing thereafter. 

Vmax25 affects the magnitude of Vmax with reasonably warm canopy temperatures. 

Table 1 summarizes the percentage of time during raining and non-raining daylight hours 

that the hydromet model uses each carboxylation-limiting rate for calculating photosynthesis at 

the tower sites. The Rubisco-limited carboxylation rate wc is the dominant factor in calculating 

photosynthesis during daylight hours. However, values of wc are too low to reproduce observed 

CO2 fluxes at FNS, implying that Vmax, the principal factor in calculating wc, is too small. 

In Bonan (1996), Vmax25 is given a range of 17-50 µmol m-2 s-1 and the original intent in this 

study was to stay within that range. However, values of Vmax25 within that range do not reproduce 

the observed CO2 fluxes at FNS. Therefore, it is concluded that the photosynthesis and 

respiration parameters given for grass in Bonan (1996) are inapplicable for the tropical pastures 

of Amazônia, and thus it is justified to extend the range of Vmax25. 

Values for m in eq. (21) and Vmax25 are simultaneously adjusted in a trial and error process 

until the modeled latent heat flux and CO2 fluxes match observations at the pasture site. The m 

values for various vegetation types in the NCAR-LSM have a range of 5-9, and again, the 

original intent was to stay within this range. But this range again proves to be too restrictive for 

the FNS pasture site. The values determined to best reproduce observed latent heat and CO2 

fluxes are 120 µmol m-2 s-1 for Vmax25 and 2 for m. It is also necessary to adjust growth 

respiration to 5% of photosynthesis instead of the nominal value of 25% of photosynthesis. Table 

1 also includes the percentage of time that each carboxylation-limiting term in the NCAR-LSM 
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is used after calibration adjustment of latent heat and CO2 fluxes at FNS. Note the Rubisco-

limiting rate wc, is no longer the dominant factor at FNS after the adjustment. 
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Figure 8:  Factors that affect maximum rate of carboxylation, Vmax. Top panel illustrates 
variability of temperature sensitive factors with respect to canopy temperature, while bottom 
panel illustrates dependence of Vmax on canopy temperature using nominal values for Vmax25 
(33 for grass, 50 for forest), f(N)=1, and βt=1. 
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7.3  Calibration of sensible heat fluxes at Forest sites 

Since the latent heat fluxes are consistent with observations at the forest sites, as are the 

radiation fluxes, attention is turned to the canopy heat capacities at Manaus and Jaru. The 

discrepancies between observed and modeled sensible heat fluxes at the forest sites, along with 

the fact that several models mentioned in Dai et al. (2003) exhibit the same problem, suggests 

that a significant portion of energy is not being accounted for in the typical energy balance of eq. 

(1). During morning hours, modeled sensible heat flux magnitudes lag observed magnitudes until 

the afternoon period. Modeled sensible heat fluxes tend to increase too quickly in the morning, 

producing the results shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1:  Percentage of time that carboxylation-limiting factors are dominant during daylight 
hours overall (top) and during rainfall (bottom) at three tower sites. 

 

Daylight Hours 
 

Limiting 

Factor 

Jaru 

Forest 

Manaus 

Forest 

FNS Prior to 

Calibration 

 

FNS 

Rubisco 87 81 87 47 

Light 13 18 12 53 

Export 0 0 0 1 

 
 

Daylight Hours during Rainfall 
 

Limiting 

Factor 

Jaru 

Forest 

Manaus 

Forest 

FNS Prior to 

Calibration 

 

FNS 

Rubisco 41 32 62 11 

Light 59 68 38 89 

Export 0 0 0 0 
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7.3.1  Observed total residual energy 

Figure 9 shows the observed residual in the energy balance at the three tower sites, defined 

as the observed total residual energy, ER,obs: 

 ER ,obs = Rnet,obs + H obs + λEobs  (51) 

ER,obs is found to have a diurnal pattern at all three tower sites. Daytime ER,obs values are largest 

at Jaru and are primarily positive due to Rnet being greater in magnitude than the sum of the 

sensible and latent heat fluxes. Conversely, ER,obs values at night are negative due to small Rnet 

values. 
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Figure 9:  Observed mean diurnal values of total residual energy (ER,obs) at three tower sites. 

 

 

 

 

The hypothesis is adopted that ER includes not only ground heat fluxes, but also energy 

stored within the system, including storage within the canopy (Sc) and within the soil (Ss) -- such 
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as shown in Figure 10.  Canopy heat storage includes energy stored in the vegetation, tree trunks, 

and tree limbs. With the inclusion of storage terms, a new energy budget equation, analogous to 

eq. (1), is given by: 

 Rnet + H + λE + G = Sc + Ss  (52) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10:  Fluxes comprising system energy budget, including canopy and top soil layer energy 
budgets.  Net radiation (Rnet) is partitioned into net radiation both into canopy (Rnet,c) and 
ground (Rnet,g).  Latent and sensible heat fluxes (λE, H) are measured at reference height 
above canopy (Href) and are comprised of fluxes from both canopy (λEc, Hc) and ground 
(λEg, Hg).  Storage values in system include canopy heat storage (Sc) and storage in top soil 
layer (Ss), which has depth of 5 cm in FSU hydromet model.  Finally, G is flux of energy into 
soil below top soil layer. 
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Rearranging terms and making use of eq. (51) allows an alternative formulation of canopy 

heat storage: 

 Sc = ER,obs − (Ss − G) (53) 

The inclusion of soil heat storage in the ground energy budget gives a top soil layer energy 

budget analogous to eq. (3.2): 

 Rnet,g + H g + λEg + G = Ss  (54) 

Combining eqs. (53) and (54) gives an estimate of canopy storage: 

 Sc = ER,obs − Rnet,g + H g + λEg( ) (55) 

Canopy temperature calculations can now be performed in a manner similar to eq. (4) by 

the inclusion of canopy storage, although a derivative of canopy storage with respect to Tc is 

necessary.  With constant heat capacity ρCp: 

 

Sc = −ρc pH can

∂Tc

∂t

∂
∂Tc

Sc[ ] = ∂
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−ρc p Hcan
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∂Sc

∂Tc

= 0

 (56) 

By assuming that the volumetric heat capacity and height of the canopy do not change over time, 

heat storage within the canopy is assumed to be independent of canopy temperature. The 

equation for canopy temperature iteration can then be written: 

 Rnet,c + Hc + λEc − Sc +
∂Lc ↓
∂Tc

+
∂Hc

∂Tc

+
∂λEc

∂Tc

 

 
  

 

 
  ∆Tc = 0 (57) 

and is solved using Newton-Raphson iteration as before. The results from this process are 

presented in Figure 11 [Note the difference in scale between Figures 7 and 11. The scale in Fig. 7 

is expanded to show the range of Rnet values.] The use of ER,obs shows a significant impact on 

modeled sensible and latent heat fluxes, which are now found to much better resemble the 

observations than the initial calculations shown in Fig. 7. Morning sensible heat fluxes at the 

forest sites are reduced considerably using ER,obs, although they are still slightly too high, mostly 

at Jaru. 
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Figure 11:  Observed vs. modeled latent and sensible heat fluxes using observed ER,obs to 
balance canopy energy fluxes as in eq. (51). 
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7.3.2  Canopy heat storage and formulation of total residual energy 

Since the correct modeling of sensible heat fluxes is primarily a daytime problem, the 

assumption is that the ER term is most likely some function of downwelling SW radiation (K↓). 

ER,obs values have their highest correlations with K↓ (0.81) and noticeably smaller correlations 

with other forcing variables such as RH (0.45), air temperature (0.42), downwelling LW 

radiation (0.41), air pressure (0.31), and wind speed (0.22). ER,obs is also a function of heat 

absorbing elements, and therefore of LAI, SAI, and total tree trunk-limb mass as dictated by 

canopy height. Closer inspection of nighttime sensible heat fluxes reveals that the model 

overestimates sensible heat fluxes at night as well, so downwelling LW radiation is included in 

the formulation of ER. Figure 12 shows a comparison of ER,obs and K↓ + L↓ values at the three 

tower sites. The highest correlations between the two values are found at FNS with 0.895, 

followed by Jaru with 0.819 and Manaus with 0.676. A correlation of 0.75317 is found between 

ER,obs and K↓ + L↓ using observations at all three sites. Thus, modeled ER is hypothesized to be a 

function of three variables: 

 ER = ER LAI + SAI,H can,K ↓ +L↓( ) (58) 

To obtain estimates of ER at each time step throughout the day, the ratio of ER,obs to the 

product of the three values in eq. (58) is determined with the relationship: 

 Absrateobs =
ER ,obs

LAI + SAI( ) K ↓ +L↓( )Hcan

 (59) 

where Absrate is canopy absorption rate per meter of canopy depth. 

Average absorption rates are determined for each half-hour time period during the day 

based on eq. (59).  Through trial and error, the absorption rate in eq. (59) is adjusted to reproduce 

the observed sensible heat fluxes during the diurnal cycle, giving calibrated residual energy: 

 ER = Absratemod LAI + SAI( ) K ↓+L↓( )H can  (60)  

and an estimate of the canopy heat storage using eq. (55). 

Mean observed and modeled diurnal sensible heat fluxes are compared at each of the three tower 

sites after each model run. If the modeled sensible heat fluxes are greater than the observed 

fluxes, then the absorption rate at that time of day is increased in order to place more energy into  
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Figure 12:  Scatter diagram of ER,obs vs. downwelling K↓ + L↓ values at three tower sites. A 
correlation value of 0.75317 is obtained when comparing observations at all three sites. 
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canopy storage than into sensible heat flux. The opposite is true if modeled sensible heat flux is 

less than the observed flux. The time of day that receives the most attention is early morning, 

since the goal is to capture the rise of the ML after sunrise through sensible heat fluxes, 

especially at the forest sites. 

Figure 13 shows diurnal absorption rates per meter of canopy depth calculated for the three 

tower sites. Absorption rates at FNS are higher than those at the forest sites and offset the 

differences in LAI (4.7 at Manaus and Jaru; 2.5 at FNS) and Hcan (30.0 at Manaus and Jaru; 0.5 at 

FNS). Absorption rates at all three sites are generally positive during the day and slightly 

negative at night, with a rapid drop-off at sunset. This implies that canopies tend to absorb most 

of their energy in the hours directly after sunrise, consistent with the overestimated modeled 

sensible heat fluxes in the early morning. Absorption rates tend to decline as the day progresses 

and temperatures level off. 

Canopy heat storage Sc at the forest sites is shown in Figure 14, indicating that the Jaru 

take-up is greater than at Manaus. This is also seen in differences between uncorrected and 

observed sensible heat fluxes at Jaru in Fig. 7, which are greater than at Manaus. Canopy heat 

storage at both sites increases at the same rate after sunrise, which controls the morning rise of 

sensible heat flux and therefore the control of ML rise and CO2 efflux. Sc values at Jaru are 

significantly greater than at Manaus during daytime, with a peak value of 209 W m-2 around 

0900 LT -- whereas Manaus has a peak value of 152 W m-2 at 0830 LT. Sc values at both forest 

sites taper off during the daytime with values at Manaus tending toward zero in the early 

afternoon and values at Jaru remaining positive throughout the afternoon. Fig. 14 suggests that 

the Jaru forest stores more energy during daytime than the Manaus forest. Values at Jaru are 

negative around sunset, possibly indicating that energy is given off by the canopy as 

temperatures cool toward evening. Sc values at FNS are generally more positive at night than at 

the forest sites, suggesting that the pasture is absorbing energy given off by the ground at night. 

Morning values at FNS are positive, but with lower magnitudes than the forests, implying that 

the pasture does not store as much energy in the morning as the forests. Daytime values at FNS 

are near zero indicating a balance between net radiation into the pasture ecosystem and sensible 

and latent heat fluxes out of the ecosystem. 

The canopy absorption rates depicted in Fig. 13 are to be applied to the ASSA as a whole, 

thus necessitating absorption rates characteristic of Amazon forest areas. A set of general forest 
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values, shown in Fig. 13, are generated by averaging values from Jaru and Manaus, then 

calibrating this set of values to produce the best statistical characterization at both sites. 
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Figure 13:  Modeled absorption rates for FNS (top) and two forest sites (bottom), along with 

general absorption rates used in model for forests. 
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Figure 14:  Mean modeled canopy storage (Sc) at three tower sites using absorption rates shown 

in Fig. 13.  Forest sites Sc values are strongest in morning, tapering off throughout afternoon, 
while pasture site Sc values at FNS are generally higher during both morning and night than 
during day. 
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CHAPTER 8 

 

RESULTS AT TOWER SITES 

 

Figure 15 shows the results of incorporating the CO2 flux model and flux calibration 

scheme using ER at the three tower sites. Forest site results are based on absorption rates and 

calibrations for each individual site as opposed to the mean forest absorption rates discussed 

above. Other than absorption rates, the only other adjustment made to forest site fluxes is a 

modification of the soil respiration for each site. The respiration is producing too much CO2 from 

the forest site soils during the night using eqs. (32.1)-(32.3), which in turn increases fluxes 

during nighttime and increases the magnitude of effluxes after sunrise. Soil respiration is reduced 

by a factor of 2 (5) at Jaru (Manaus). 

After calibration at the forest sites, mean diurnal modeled and observed sensible heat 

fluxes are nearly identical. Latent heat fluxes are slightly underestimated at both forest sites 

before noon, are slightly overestimated at Manaus after noon, and are nearly identical to 

observations at Jaru after noon. Mean nocturnal CO2 fluxes at both sites are similar to 

observations, and the morning effluxes are now accurately modeled. The CO2 flux model 

correctly predicts the timing of the peak efflux at both sites given the proper calibration of 

sensible heat fluxes. However, the steep observed CO2 uptake slope at Manaus is not captured as 

well as at Jaru and is delayed by about 30 minutes. Peak noontime uptake values are slightly 

under predicted at both sites. This could be corrected by increasing the Vmax25 value for tropical 

forest in the NCAR-LSM, but the approach has been to use nominal values as much as possible 

at the forest sites while accepting the fact that nominal values are inadequate for the tropical 

pasture FNS site. Fig. 15 provides an example of the interrelation of forest turbulent fluxes and 

CO2 fluxes within the FSU hydromet model. Accurate estimation of sensible heat fluxes is 

essential for the reproduction of forest effluxes, while accurate treatment of stomatal resistance is 

crucial for the link between latent heat and CO2 fluxes. 
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Figure 15:  Observed and modeled latent and sensible heat fluxes (left) and CO2 fluxes (right) 

produced by FSU hydromet model after calibration of fluxes and inclusion of CO2 flux 
model. 

 

 

 

 

Although the exercise of finding absorption rates is performed with FNS data, the method 

of calibrating latent heat and CO2 fluxes through the stomatal resistance parameter and Vmax25 

produces better results than estimating canopy storage by calibrating sensible heat fluxes. The 
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bottom panel of Fig. 15 shows that although it is necessary to go beyond the B96 ranges of 

Vmax25 and m, latent and sensible heat fluxes are accurately predicted by the FSU hydromet 

model along with CO2 fluxes. Fluxes presented for FNS are based on Vmax25 = 120 and m = 2, as 

mentioned above, along with using a growth respiration value of 5% of photosynthesis. 

Figure 16 summarizes the percentages of time during the diurnal cycle at Manaus and 

Jaru in which observed and modeled CO2 efflux magnitudes are greater than 5 µmol m-2 s-1 

during the time periods in which the model is run. Throughout nighttime, effluxes greater than 5 

µmol m-2 s-1 are measured at both sites around 20% of the time, with a slightly higher percentage 

at Jaru than Manaus. Around 0400 LT at Jaru, effluxes greater than 5 µmol m-2 s-1 occur over 

40% of the time. However, the majority of larger effluxes occur after sunrise. Nearly 65% of the 

mornings at Manaus and 75% of the mornings at Jaru experience effluxes in the first two hours 

after sunrise. Modeled effluxes occurred a smaller percentage of time at both sites. Effluxes are 

predicted at Jaru nearly 60% of the mornings and some 40% of the mornings at Manaus, while 

the model predicts nocturnal effluxes at both sites a smaller number of times than observations 

suggest. The model also experiences more difficulty in predicting the timing of effluxes at 

Manaus than at Jaru. Modeled effluxes at Manaus are spread over a 2.5 hour period whereas the 

observations show effluxes spread over a 1.5 hour period. Nocturnal conditions at Manaus are 

more likely to be affected by local river breezes than at Jaru, suggesting that different 

distributions of nocturnal effluxes can be attributed to processes other than those simulated by 

the NBL and ML models. Regardless, it is important to note that an accurate assessment of forest 

fluxes on these space and time scales cannot be obtained without including the effects of 

convective scale meteorological events above the canopy. 

 Figure 17 presents a selection of weekly CO2 flux results. Mean observed and modeled 

CO2 fluxes are shown for the Julian days listed in each panel. It is apparent that the CO2 flux 

model generally adjusts to a variety of conditions needed to reproduce the observed fluxes on a 

diurnal basis. The most encouraging feature of this diagram is that the CO2 flux model is able to 

reproduce periods of large efflux, such as days 136-142 at Jaru.  It is also able to capture periods 

of small efflux, such as days 306-312 at Manaus. Detailed features that are not replicated by the 

CO2 flux model are nocturnal bursts evident during days 201-207, 243-249, and 327-333 at 

Manaus and days 115-121 at Jaru. Observations from the same time periods show that these 

bursts are often associated with either short periods of high winds or rainfall. Modeled daytime 
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uptake values are mostly consistent with the observations. The daytime uptake magnitudes 

during days 243-249 and 306-312 at Manaus are slightly low as well as during days 115-121 at 

Jaru during a period of uncharacteristically high observations around noon. Fig. 17 shows that 

using a set of average absorption rates at both forest tower sites produce comparable CO2 fluxes 

at both sites and is thus suitable for use at forests across the ASSA. 
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Figure 16:  Percentages of time during diurnal cycle at Manaus and Jaru with observed (top) and 

modeled (bottom) efflux magnitudes greater than 5 µmol m-2 s-1. 
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Figure 17:  Mean weekly observed and modeled CO2 fluxes at Manaus and Jaru applying 

average forest absorption rates shown in Figure 12.  Solid lines represent observations while 
dashed lines represent modeled fluxes. 
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8.1  Model output statistics 

Temporal statistics for modeled fluxes are summarized for the three tower sites in Table 2. 

Statistics are presented for the model time step (half-hour). The calculations include daytime and 

nighttime values; 6-hourly values involving averages between 0000 to 0600 LT, 0600 to 1200 

LT, 1200 to 1800 LT, and 1800 to 0000 LT; and daily averages. Statistics include Pearson 

correlation coefficients (corr), root-mean-square errors (rmse), and biases. 

The largest model time step correlations at FNS are for sensible heat fluxes, followed by 

latent heat and CO2 fluxes. Daytime correlations are greater than nighttime correlations. A high 

bias is found for all three fluxes at FNS during nighttime, and for CO2 and sensible heat fluxes 

during daytime. A low bias is found for latent heat flux during daytime. Rmse values are larger 

for all fluxes during daytime due to larger overall flux magnitudes. The highest temporal 

correlation values for all fluxes at FNS are found for 6-hour averages, while correlations are 

greater than 0.85 for all time scales for sensible and latent heat fluxes, except during nighttime. 

Statistics for Jaru and Manaus are produced by utilizing average forest absorption rates to 

calibrate fluxes at both sites. This is done in order to estimate the magnitudes of errors that can 

be expected when the FSU hydromet model is applied across the ASSA. Correlations for the 

half-hourly time step are similar at both forest sites for all three fluxes. Latent heat fluxes have 

the highest correlations, followed by sensible heat and CO2 fluxes. As at FNS, daytime 

correlation values are markedly higher than nighttime values. In another resemblance with FNS, 

6-hourly correlations for all three fluxes are greater than found for half-hourly statistics. Daily 

average correlations for CO2 and sensible heat fluxes are the lowest of the non-nighttime 

correlations, while daily average latent heat flux correlations are large at both sites. 

Rmse values are similar at both sites for CO2 and sensible heat, while latent heat values are 

larger at Manaus than Jaru at all time scales. Rmse values are larger during daytime than during 

nighttime because of the shear magnitude of fluxes during daytime relative to nighttime. 

Daytime latent heat rmse values at Manaus are the largest found at any of the sites, which is 

likely due to the large magnitude of latent heat fluxes at Manaus which are, on average, as much 

as 100 W m-2 larger than fluxes at Jaru or FNS. 

CO2 flux biases at Manaus are larger and more positive than at Jaru, but CO2 flux biases at 

both sites are fairly consistent, with the most positive bias during daytime and the more negative 

bias during nighttime. Sensible and latent heat flux biases are reversed for Jaru and Manaus, i.e., 
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Manaus exhibits a positive latent heat flux bias and a negative sensible heat flux bias while Jaru 

exhibits the opposite. This is primarily caused by the use of averaged forest absorption rate 

values, which produce higher sensible heat fluxes at Jaru and lower sensible heat fluxes at 

Manaus. In turn, latent heat fluxes at Manaus are slightly high and latent heat fluxes at Jaru are 

slightly low. Biases of sensible heat flux are largest at the two forest sites during daytime and 

smallest during nighttime, again a result of the large magnitude of fluxes during daytime. 

However, daytime latent heat flux bias at Manaus is lowest at any time scale, which coincides 

with the largest rmse values found for all three sites. This indicates that while daytime errors can 

be large at times, there is no tendency for latent heat fluxes to be increasingly over predicted 

during daytime. In fact, daytime biases are lower than nighttime biases at Manaus. Half-hourly, 

6-hourly, and daily biases are consistent for both sensible and latent heat fluxes at both sites. 

These statistics demonstrate that the FSU hydromet model produces generally accurate flux 

calculations by inclusion of the CO2 flux model and an account of canopy heat storage in the 

large Amazonian forests. CO2 fluxes at all three tower sites show a generally positive bias. This 

implies that the model produces more efflux from canopy to atmosphere during nighttime and 

smaller uptake values during daytime. Rmse values are consistently smaller than 10 µmol m-2 s-1 

for the time scales given in Table 2, suggesting that modeled values of CO2 should remain within 

a range of ±10 µmol m-2 s-1 in comparison to observed values -- as long as meteorological and 

radiation conditions are comparable with those found at the three tower sites. 

Nighttime statistics are likely to be inferior to daytime statistics due to the fact that 

mesoscale features such as downdrafts from nocturnal storms or nighttime turbulence created by 

the nocturnal jet are not accounted for within the hydromet model. The study by Koracin and 

Berkowicz (1988) describes the general lack of understanding of the behavior of the NBL by 

summarizing a number of models that have attempted to estimate the height of the NBL using 

either diagnostic or prognostic approaches. The primary goal with this model, with has its own 

inherent nighttime shortcomings, is to obtain a reasonable estimate of mean CO2 storage within 

the forest canopy. This is needed in order to reproduce morning CO2 effluxes that are a regular 

feature within Amazônia -- but will not necessarily replicate the night’s variational flux details. 

The statistics summary in Table 2 shows that the model is proficient in reproducing 

sensible and latent heat fluxes. Correlations are consistently large for latent heat fluxes, and 

biases are generally small despite the magnitude of latent heat fluxes found at the tower sites. 
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The largest rmse value of 82 W m-2 is found at Manaus during daytime, with the largest errors 

typically found in the early morning after sunrise, and the late afternoon before sunset. As with 

latent heat, largest sensible heat flux errors are typically found during early morning PBL heating 

accompanying the rapid rise of the ML, as well as late afternoon as the PBL begins to cool down. 

Since fluxes are calibrated specifically for the two tower sites, rmse errors and biases for sensible 

and latent heat fluxes are expected to increase when the model is applied outside the domain of 

the tower sites. 

 

 

 

Table 2:  Temporal statistics of correlation coefficient, root-mean-square error, and bias for 
modeled CO2, latent heat (λE), and sensible heat (H) fluxes at three tower sites.  Rmse and 
bias values for CO2 in µmol m-2 s-1 and for λE and H in W m-2. 

 

CO2 λE H 
FNS corr rmse bias corr rmse bias corr rmse bias 

Half-hourly 0.73 6.20 2.01 0.88 46.15 -4.28 0.95 36.45 16.89 

Daytime 0.80 7.27 3.63 0.91 61.89 -22.83 0.94 50.86 28.53 

Nighttime 0.39 4.93 0.41 0.07 22.45 13.46 -0.05 11.28 5.77 

6-hourly 0.90 6.35 4.08 0.94 48.39 -9.87 0.96 46.12 34.88 

Daily 0.79 4.52 3.94 0.87 21.81 -7.24 0.90 36.47 33.70 

Manaus    

Half-hourly 0.71 7.00 1.53 0.92 60.81 8.03 0.81 38.25 -9.04 

Daytime 0.69 8.72 2.80 0.87 82.06 6.54 0.77 50.64 -17.46 

Nighttime 0.36 4.64 0.25 0.16 24.74 9.55 0.10 18.93 -0.59 

6-hourly 0.84 3.42 1.56 0.97 29.05 8.18 0.84 24.03 -9.20 

Daily 0.64 2.08 1.52 0.94 15.32 8.23 0.45 16.96 -8.81 

Jaru    

Half-hourly 0.69 7.83 0.16 0.89 49.73 -4.48 0.83 41.11 15.59 

Daytime 0.70 9.24 0.71 0.84 68.34 -6.31 0.79 56.81 27.86 

Nighttime 0.27 6.19 -0.37 0.10 19.20 -2.74 0.04 17.78 3.84 

6-hourly 0.88 2.90 0.16 0.95 24.24 -4.25 0.92 24.62 15.50 

Daily 0.59 1.44 0.17 0.91 9.78 -4.45 0.69 18.05 15.53 
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8.2  Sensitivity to forcing parameters 

CO2 fluxes are sensitive to K↓, primarily due to the importance of sunlight in controlling 

photosynthetic processes. However, it is important to determine the sensitivity of the FSU 

hydromet model to all forcing parameters prior to the application of the model across the ASSA. 

To do so, standard deviations are first calculated for each forcing parameter at each site, 

including standard deviations for only daytime K↓ values and non-zero rainrates. Next, the 

model is run using forcing data for each site by altering one of the forcing variables by fractions 

of ±0.25, ±0.50, ±0.75, and ±1 of the respective standard deviation, holding other forcing 

variables constant. The results of these calculations are presented in Figure 18. Modeled CO2 

fluxes are classified by overall time series averages and by averages only during daytime. 

Negative values indicate fluxes into the canopy, or uptake, while positive values indicate fluxes 

from canopy to atmosphere, or efflux. Prior to altering the forcing variables, overall CO2 flux 

averages are -0.214 µmol m-2 s-1 at Manaus, -0.831 µmol m-2 s-1 at Jaru, and 1.551 µmol m-2 s-1 

at FNS. Daytime CO2 flux averages are -3.341 µmol m-2 s-1 at Manaus, -4.70 µmol m-2 s-1 at 

Jaru, and -1.443 µmol m-2 s-1 at FNS. 

Average CO2 fluxes at Manaus change very little when altering most of the forcing 

parameters, however K↓ and air temperature alter fluxes significantly, and in opposite fashions. 

By lowering the amount of incoming solar radiation, net CO2 fluxes change from negative to 

positive, and by an average of nearly 2 µmol m-2 s-1 when K↓ is decreased by a full standard 

deviation -- denoting that Manaus would transform from a carbon sink to a carbon source. This 

would stem from a decrease in photosynthesis and thus uptake during daytime. [Increasing K↓ 

by a full standard deviation raises uptake values by nearly 2 µmol m-2 s-1, thus strengthening the 

sink properties of the forest.] Note that increasing K↓ lowers net fluxes, showing that 

photosynthesis reaches a maximum effective rate in which additional insolation produces no 

further meaningful production. 

The effects of temperature variations on forest CO2 fluxes are shown in Figure 19. 

Rubisco-limited carboxylation rate wc, which is the primary limiting rate during daytime in the 

forests, is given as a function of canopy temperature. As canopy temperatures elevate to ~303 K 

and above, wc values decrease, and as a result, photosynthesis values decrease. Lower air 
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temperatures increase canopy CO2 uptake by more than 1 µmol m-2 s-1, while warmer 

temperatures change overall fluxes from negative to positive by driving uptake toward zero. 
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Figure 18:  Variability of modeled tower site CO2 fluxes with forcing variables during overall 

time series and only during daytime hours.  Forcing variables are adjusted by fraction of their 
respective standard deviations prior to running FSU hydromet model at each site.  Forcing 
variables consist of downwelling shortwave radiation (SW), downwelling longwave radiation 
(LW), air temperature (Tair), relative humidity (RH), air pressure (Pair), wind speed, and 
rainrate (RR). 
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Figure 19:  Daytime Rubisco-limited carboxylation rates (wc) at Manaus and Jaru as function of 

canopy temperature.  Values for wc decrease when canopy temperatures are above 303 K. 
 

 

 

 

Daytime CO2 fluxes are also somewhat sensitive to variations in wind speed. Decreasing 

(increasing) wind speeds serves to slightly increase (decrease) fluxes. By the same token, 

variations in L↓, relative humidity, air pressure, and rainrates have little to no effect on average 

CO2 fluxes at Manaus. 

At Jaru, the responses in CO2 fluxes to variations in environmental controls are largely 

similar to those at Manaus. Varying K↓ (temperature) produces slightly more (less) variability in 

net CO2 flux than at Manaus. Also, daytime flux uptake magnitudes at Jaru are slightly larger in 

comparison to Manaus. At no point during the process of varying input parameters do net fluxes 

change from negative to positive at Jaru. Peak net uptake values of greater than 7 µmol m-2 s-1 

are obtained by increasing K↓ by a full standard deviation. 

Varying forcing parameters at FNS produces only small effects on net CO2 fluxes. The 

largest range of efflux change is just over 1 µmol m-2 s-1 (produced by decreasing K↓ and 

temperature by full standard deviations) -- but these two parameters do not have the same effect 

on fluxes as they do at the forest sites. Net uptake is consistently produced during the daytime at 
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FNS, but in a different manner than at the forest sites. Decreasing K↓ raises uptake as opposed to 

lowering uptake at the forest sites, while increasing K↓ generates no meaningful effect on fluxes. 

Altering temperature during daytime produces similar effects to what occurs at the forest sites, 

but to a smaller degree. Higher winds produce slightly greater uptake values during daytime. 

Fig. 18 provides a concise illustration of how modeled CO2 fluxes are primarily a function 

of K↓ and temperature, while acknowledging that a sensitivity analysis of this nature where the 

assumption of a linear feedback between input parameters and model output is somewhat 

limiting in that processes within the model in fact respond in a non-linear fashion to changes in 

input parameters. Despite this fact, the analysis has determined that processes within the 

hydromet model respond to produce more variability in modeled CO2 fluxes from changes in K↓ 

and temperature than the other input variables. K↓ is vitally important to photosynthetic 

processes and therefore uptake by the canopy during daytime. Decreases in insolation due to 

cloudiness, storms, or simply seasonal changes will thus alter CO2 fluxes significantly. Clouds 

serve to shut down daytime photosynthesis. Moreover, early morning cloudiness impedes the 

onset of the ML, thereby delaying or even eliminating morning effluxes in forests. Air 

temperatures, and more importantly canopy temperatures, impose a substantial control on CO2 

fluxes. As noted, the carboxylation-limiting rate (wc) at work most of the time is directly 

dependent on canopy temperature. Therefore, photosynthesis is strongly dependent upon canopy 

temperature -- and since growth respiration is simply a fraction of photosynthesis, all three 

respiration values are a function of temperature as well. 

Soil respiration is function of soil temperature while maintenance respiration is a function 

of canopy temperature. Both of these carbon loss processes operate during nighttime, and 

therefore soil and canopy temperatures generally affect nighttime CO2 fluxes. Increases of soil 

and canopy temperatures will increase respiration during nighttime, serving to build up CO2 

within the canopy and leading to larger morning forest effluxes. Therefore, incoming solar fluxes 

and soil-canopy temperatures are the most important parameters to consider in applying the 

modeling system to the ASSA. 
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CHAPTER 9 

 

APPLICATIONS OF MODELING SYSTEM TO AMAZON BASIN 

 

 

GOES-8 imager satellite data were acquired over the ASSA for the period March 1998 to 

February 2001 in five different optical and infrared channels. The ASSA stretches from 40ºW-

75ºW, and from 5ºN-16ºS, extending over the Amazon River basin. Imager channels are centered 

at 0.65, 3.9, 6.7, 11.0, and 12.0 µm, with sub-point resolutions of 1, 4, 8, 4, and 4 km, 

respectively. Half-hourly data were collected in March and April of 1998, 1999, and 2000, and 

September and October of 1998 and 1999. Hourly data were collected during May 2000 to 

February 2001. Three-hourly data were collected for the remaining portion of the time period. 

These data are used to calculate the incoming surface SW, LW, and PAR fluxes along with 

surface rainrates for the ASSA. All datasets for the ASSA are initially gridded to a 477 x 295 

grid mesh, with grid spacing of 8 km. 

Figure 20 shows a map of the seven major soil types present in the ASSA. Within Brazil, 

RADAMBRASIL provides an 8-km spatial resolution map of soil types (Potter et al. 1998). 

Outside of Brazil, an FAO-tabulated map (Food and Agriculture Organization of UNESCO), 

with a coarser spatial resolution of 1-degree, is used to assign soil types. 

Figure 21 shows a map of major vegetation types over the ASSA. This map is based on the 

work of Loveland et al. (2000) who produced an AVHRR-derived (Advanced Very High 

Resolution Radiometer) global land cover characteristics map with a spatial resolution of 1-km. 

The ASSA is primarily a rain forest, but contained within this general description are several 

dominant and distinct ecosystems. The southeast is a mixture of pasture, cleared forest, and 

croplands. Pastures also are found in the Andes and in the southwest and northern highlands. A 

number of areas of cleared forest are also present pertaining to human activity. 
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Figure 20:  Distribution of major soil types present in ASSA. 
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Figure 21:  Distribution of major vegetation types present in ASSA. 
 

 

 

 

The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) has provided two datasets for use in the retrieval 

element of the analysis. The first is a collection of rain gauge measurements provided by the 

Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) ground validation project. These data, which 

were collected from 41 rain gauges at Ji-Paraná in Rondônia (J. Gu et al. 2002), are used to 

calibrate the rainfall retrieval algorithm described below. The second is a collection of aerosol 

optical depth estimates retrieved from the Total Ozone Monitoring System (TOMS) instrument. 

These data, which are needed to account for fire-generated aerosol, are used in retrieving the SW 

and PAR incoming radiation fluxes. 

Additional surface meteorological data needed for forcing of the FSU hydromet model are 

obtained from ECMWF global reanalysis products on a latitude-longitude grid with spatial 
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resolution of 1.125 degrees and temporal resolution of six hours. Five hydromet model input 

parameters are obtained from this dataset, consisting of surface pressure, air temperature, relative 

humidity, wind speed, and wind direction. Modeling system inputs are created from the ECMWF 

data by interpolating in space and time to the grid mesh used by the modeling system itself. 

9.1  Surface radiation retrieval 

The retrieval algorithms used to provide the FSU hydromet model with incoming radiation 

fluxes have been validated for the ASSA. The downwelling-upwelling solar and PAR radiative 

flux algorithm described in Gu and Smith (1997) and J. Gu et al. (1999) is a modification and 

extension of an algorithm methodology originally published by Gautier et al. (1980), Diak and 

Gautier (1983), and Frouin et al. (1989). Recent improvements to the algorithm include the use 

of a narrow to broadband surface albedo conversion based on surface solar and PAR radiation 

measurements at the Jaru forest site, a surface bi-directional reflectance function (Engelsen et al. 

1996), and a conversion between the TOMS aerosol index and aerosol optical depth (Hsu et al. 

1999, J. Gu et al. 2002). A GOES-8 imager calibration technique (Weinreb et al. 1997) uses the 

following linear relationship to convert visible channel digital count X to radiance L: 

 L = m0 1.0 + γ( )X + b  (61) 

where m0 and b are the pre-launch calibration coefficients; and γ (~ 5% yr-1) is a visible channel 

sensitivity degradation factor. The downwelling-upwelling infrared radiative flux algorithm is a 

statistical-based algorithm based on the work of J. Gu et al. (1997). Under clear conditions (J. Gu 

et al. 1997, J. Gu et al. 2002), net infrared radiation L* is obtained from solar transmittance Tra 

and surface radiometric skin temperature Ts, which are both retrievable from GOES, and near-

surface relative humidity RH from NCEP with the following equation: 

 L* = a + bTRa + cTs + dRH  (62) 

where a, b, c, and d are regression coefficients. L* is divided into directional fluxes according to 

L↓ = L* - L↑, where L↑ is determined by Ts. Under cloudy conditions, L↓ is obtained in the 

manner of Bastable et al. (1993): 

 L↓=εa 1+ 0.2 fc( )σTa

4  (63) 

where fc is the cloud fraction determined from GOES visible data; εa is the emissivity of clear 

sky; Ta is the near-surface air temperature from NCEP; and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 

Rainrates for the hydromet model are based on the RAINSAT algorithm of King (1990) 

and King et al. (1995), originally described by Lovejoy and Austin (1979), and algorithm that is 
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based on a combination of GOES visible and IR radiances. The algorithm is described in detail 

in J. Gu et al. (2003). King (1990) determined rainrate as a function of visible reflectance and 

GOES channel 4 equivalent blackbody temperatures (EBBTs) through a two-dimensional lookup 

table for data from southern Ontario. In order to account for differences between southern 

Ontario and Amazônia, visible reflectances and channel 4 EBBTs are adjusted prior to input to 

the RAINSAT algorithm. 

9.2  Model initialization over ASSA 

ASSA topography is characterized by the position of the Andes mountains in the southwest 

corner, highlands in the southeast and in the north, and relatively low-lying area through the 

remainder of the region. Figure 22 illustrates a USGS digital elevation map (DEM) that is used 

to create a dataset of terrain slopes at the three tower sites and across the ASSA. Data are 

selected from this 30-arcsecond global topographic map in which grid-point slopes are found by 

comparison with heights at surrounding grid-points. 

 Across the ASSA, soil moisture at each of the 14 levels in the soil module is initialized to 

values halfway between saturation and permanent wilting moisture contents given by Pielke 

(1984) for each soil type. Initialization soil temperatures throughout the depth of the soil across 

the ASSA are determined using global sea surface temperatures (SST). The SST data are 

assembled into monthly and annual average 1 x 1 deg formats. Mean monthly latitudinal SST is 

assigned to the top initial soil temperature at each grid point, and then decreased adiabatically 

according to topographic height above sea level. Mean annual latitudinal SST is then assigned to 

the bottom soil layer at each grid point, and then decreased adiabatically. Initial soil temperatures 

at the other levels are found by linear interpolation between top and bottom layer temperatures. 

Water table heights are estimated from values found in Gash et al. (1996a). For the ASSA, 

each grid point is assigned a depth of 4 meters. Initial snow pack depths are set to zero in the 

relevant mountain domains. 
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Figure 22:  Digital elevation map of ASSA. 
 
 
 

 

 

9.3  Computational procedures 

Off-line FSU hydromet model runs across the ASSA are conducted on a series of four 

personal computers using Linux operating systems. The fastest of the four computers contains a 

1.7 GHz processor while the other computers contain 550 MHz, 500 MHz, and 451 MHz 

processors. Initial model runs using a 477 x 295 grid resolution demonstrate the enormous 

computational demand that the areal runs entail. The slower computers produce calculations at 

rates that require some two months to process one month of modeling. This calls into question 

whether or not the modeling system processing at such high resolution is actually necessary. 

The notion of using lower resolution datasets is approached with the objective of 

preserving important characteristics of both the ASSA and input data. Selecting every other pixel 

in both the x- and y-directions creates an array that is 25% the size of the original array, with a 
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grid resolution of 239 x 148 with 16 km grid spacing. Distributions of vegetation type, incoming 

SW, LW, and PAR radiation, along with rainrates are created using the high resolution array and 

used for comparison with four separate low resolution arrays with origins at points (1,1), (1,2), 

(2,1), and (2,2) within the original array. All four of the lower resolution datasets contain 

distribution percentages virtually identical to that of the original array. Making this resolution 

concession takes seven days on the fastest computer to process one month of half-hourly data 

and three days to process one month of hourly data. The slowest computer takes fifteen days to 

process one month of hourly data. 

The modeling system contains a tool to record parameters that are passed between time 

steps. This tool is designed for use in the event of a computer shutdown, or for use between 

consecutive months of data where conditions at the end of one month are needed to initialize the 

next month. Temperatures and moisture at the 14 soil levels, dew depth, ratio of actual to 

potential ground evaporation, canopy temperature, canopy and ground snow pack temperature, 

and depths of water, ice, and snow in the canopy and ground snow packs are the main variables 

recorded and passed between consecutive time steps. 

9.4  Description of outputs 

Eight individual months are selected for analysis with the modeling system during 1999 

and 2000. In 1999, the months of March, April, September, and October are chosen because of 

the availability of half-hourly data. In 2000, the months of March, June, September, and 

December are selected to characterize an annual cycle. Hourly data are used in March 2000, as 

opposed to half-hourly, to maintain consistency with the three other months used in 2000.  

All eight months contain some degree of missing data as noted in Table 3. For example, the 

retrieved satellite images can contain horizontal gaps from noise contamination of the S-band 

ground station receiver. Visible images with less than 5% missing data are classified as good in 

Table 3 while images with more than 5% missing data are classified as poor. Time periods 

during the retrieval without an available image are classified as missing. 

Twelve variables are output from the monthly FSU hydromet model runs including net 

radiation, CO2 flux, latent and sensible heat fluxes, soil fluxes, soil storage, canopy storage in 

forests, top soil layer temperature, photosynthesis, heights of ML and NBL, and water fractions 

in top two soil layers. 
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Table 3:  Quality of visible satellite data and availability of IR channel 4 data used to create 

input for FSU hydromet model analysis across ASSA.  Values reflect percentages during 
each respective month.  Visible images are categorized as good (<5% bad data), poor (>5% 
bad data), and missing. 

 
 

Visible Images IR 4 Images 
 
 

Month Good Poor Missing Available Missing 

Mar 99 86 7 7 84 16 
Apr 99 83 9 8 86 14 
Sep 99 66 4 30 65 35 
Oct 99 77 9 14 86 14 
Mar 00 69 9 22 68 32 
Jun 00 74 13 13 84 16 
Sep 00 73 15 12 81 19 
Dec 00 76 11 13 88 12 
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CHAPTER 10 

 

RESULTS OF MODELING SYSTEM OVER ASSA 

 

 

Model results are presented for three distinct topics relating back to the three main 

scientific objectives. The first is to describe the spatial and temporal variability of CO2 fluxes 

over the ASSA. The second is to explain the principle underlying causes of the variations in 

context of the four environmental categories: (1) meteorological factors, (2) radiation factors, (3) 

water cycle factors, and (4) bio-physiological factors. The third and final topic addresses optimal 

placement of observing sites that would be needed to measure the main variational properties of 

net CO2 flux, and thus provide a means to calibrate the baseline carbon source-sink properties of 

the Amazon basin. 

10.1  Meteorological overview 

Before discussing results from the FSU hydromet model, it is pertinent to discuss the 

general meteorological conditions over the ASSA during the months for which the model is run. 

In terms of solar radiation, the highest mean K↓ values are found in the months of September 

and October of 1999 and September 2000, which are typically the final months of the dry season 

in Amazônia. The highest variability of K↓ is found in the southeast during the months of 

September and October due to a general lack of clouds and rain, which allows for a larger 

daytime range of K↓ values. Means and variances in September 1999 are very similar to 

September of 2000. Although the month of December is the beginning of the southern 

hemisphere summer, mean K↓ values are not as high in December of 2000 as are found in 

September and October since December is also the beginning of the wet season. A band of low 

K↓ values is present in a northwest-southeast orientation across the ASSA due to the frequent 

presence of clouds. In general, the smallest mean K↓ values are found in June of 2000 since June 

is the beginning of the southern hemisphere winter dry season. Insolation is especially small in 
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the southern region of the ASSA during this month. Mean K↓ values for March and April of 

1999 are fairly uniform, except in the regions along the Amazon River where cloudiness is 

persistent. Lower values in April are found in the western rain forest where clouds are frequent. 

Mean K↓ values in March are noticeably different in 2000 than in 1999, when fluxes are more 

than 100 W m-2 smaller in the eastern Amazon River basin and near the mouth of the river. 

The warmest mean ECMWF temperatures over the ASSA are found during September and 

October of 1999 and September 2000. Mean values above 302 K are found in the southeastern 

part of ASSA during these months. Variability of temperatures in the southeast is high as well, 

mostly due to the lack of cloudiness during September and October, which creates a large diurnal 

range.  Temperatures across the ASSA as a whole are warm during September and October with 

mean values above 298 K in almost all areas. Temperatures in June 2000 are the lowest overall 

and include effects of several cold fronts, or friagems, that migrate northward from the southern 

extent of the ASSA into the Amazonian forests. With the exception of high temperatures in the 

southeast during September and October and the presence of friagems in June and occasionally 

September, mean temperatures across the ASSA are consistent from month to month. Mean 

ECMWF temperatures across the majority of the ASSA, especially in the heart of the tropical 

forest areas and within the main Amazon River basin, range between 297-300 K during any 

given month.  The only regions with mean temperatures consistently outside of this range are in 

the Andes mountains in the southwest and in the highlands in the southeast and northwest 

corners of the ASSA and in the highlands of southern Venezuela. 

Regions of the ASSA with frequent rainfall are in close correlation with regions of high 

mean relative humidity. March of 1999 and 2000 experience the most widespread coverage of 

rainfall, with most areas recording mean rainrates above 0.25 mm hr-1 and areas near the mouth 

of the Amazon River and along the edge of the Andes Mountains indicating mean values 

exceeding twice that rate. RH values are consistent during March of both years where most 

regions indicate mean values between 80-90%, and values within the Amazon River basin 

remaining consistently around 90%. April 1999 is similar to March in that the largest relative 

humidities are found within the Amazon River basin and the largest rainrates are found from the 

mouth of the Amazon eastward along the Atlantic coast and in the northwest region of the 

ASSA. The southern regions of the ASSA become slightly drier in April with small rainrates and 

lower RH values than in March. June 2000 is the driest month in most areas of the ASSA. Nearly 
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the entire southeastern region of the ASSA is void of rain and exhibits mean RH values smaller 

than 70%. Raining areas during June are confined to north of the Amazon River and within the 

western rain forest with rainrates generally below 0.25 mm hr-1. September of 1999 and 2000 

and October 1999 exhibit the progression of preferred rain areas in the eastern Amazon and 

Atlantic coast to the central and northwestern regions of the ASSA. Rainrates in September 1999 

are frequently greater than 0.25 mm hr-1 in the central and northwestern ASSA and often above 

0.35 mm hr-1. Mean RH values in this region are between 80-90%, while RH values in the 

southeastern ASSA are much smaller, indicating a range of 40-60%. Rainfall and RH patterns in 

October 1999 are similar to September, except that rainrates are smaller in the central and 

northwestern ASSA while RH values in the southeast increase to a range of 50-70%. September 

2000 indicates similar patterns to September 1999, except for smaller rainrates in the northwest 

and a more pronounced northwest-southeast orientation of rainfall. December 2000 indicates 

widespread areas of large rainrates, primarily south of the Amazon River. Areas in the southeast 

and southwest along the Andes Mountains indicate mean rainrates greater than 0.55 mm hr-1 with 

most areas in the southern ASSA indicating rainrates greater than 0.25 mm hr-1. RH values 

during December are uniform across the ASSA with values typically in the 80-90% range and 

only small pockets exhibiting values less than 70%. In general, areas in the Amazon River basin 

and along the Atlantic coast exhibit the largest RH values. The annual rainrate pattern is found to 

undergo a shift of maximum rainfall from the eastern regions of the ASSA during March and 

April to the central and northwestern regions during the dry season of June through October, 

followed by large rainrates in the southern ASSA at the onset of the wet season in December. 

The mean wind field indicates a generally easterly pattern over much of the ASSA 

throughout the year. Winds near the Atlantic coast are primarily easterly or northeasterly, 

bringing higher RH values along the coast and occasionally heavy rainfall in March and April. 

Winds are generally easterly along the Amazon River, within the river basin, and in the 

southeast. Strong northwesterly winds are frequently found along the Andes mountains. Other 

areas of the ASSA experience highly variable winds during different months with no discernable 

trend, particularly in the northwest and south central regions where wind speed and direction 

vary frequently from month to month. 
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10.2  Description of spatial-temporal variations of net CO2 flux 

As emphasized earlier, at a given point site, downwelling SW radiation and ambient 

surface temperatures are found to have the greatest control on CO2 fluxes. However, in moving 

around the ASSA, it becomes apparent that the greatest control over area-wide CO2 fluxes is 

vegetation type. Figure 23 shows mean modeled CO2 fluxes over the ASSA in 1999. There is a 

clear separation between the rain forest and pasture portions of the ASSA in the west and north 

and the southeastern region that is dominated by a wide variety of vegetation types including 

interrupted forests, shrubs, and crops as apparent from Fig. 20. CO2 fluxes in tropical forest and 

pasture regions of the ASSA during all four months of 1999 indicate net negative fluxes, or 

uptake, while the majority of the central and southeastern portions of the ASSA show net 

positive fluxes. Figures 24a and 24b show mean CO2 fluxes in 1999 and 2000, respectively, for 

forest and pasture areas only. In 1999, higher CO2 uptake magnitudes are found in the northern 

and southeastern ASSA during the months of March and April than in September and October. 

Uptake values in the central ASSA during September and October have smaller magnitudes due 

to higher modeled respiration values triggered by warmer temperatures. Fluxes over the western 

ASSA are fairly consistent from month to month. The most apparent differences in Fig. 24a 

occur in the pasture areas of the northwest from March/April to September/October, in proximity 

to the northern highlands, and in northern Bolivia. Figure 24b shows the smallest magnitude of 

net CO2 fluxes occurring during the month of June 2000. This is likely due to small uptake 

values through photosynthesis across the ASSA during the southern hemisphere winter. 

Significant annual differences in modeled net CO2 fluxes are not found in comparing March of 

1999 with 2000, but noticeable differences are found between September of 1999 2000. Uptake 

values are generally slightly higher in September 2000 than in 1999, particularly in the south 

central portion of the ASSA. 

The consistently positive net fluxes found in the central and southeastern ASSA are a result 

of the bio-physiological properties of interrupted forest, crops, shrubs, and other vegetation types 

characteristic of that region. Vegetation parameters for crops, shrubs, and other types of trees in 

the southeastern ASSA are obtained from Dickinson et al. (1993). However, parameters for 

interrupted forest are not taken from that compilation but instead estimated by imposing tree loss 

factors that have been studied carefully for boreal forests which have undergone the removal and  
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Figure 23:  Mean modeled CO2 fluxes during 1999.  Effects of vegetation type are clearly 
evident in southwestern part of ASSA where mean fluxes are greater than 0 µmol m-2 s-1.  
Mean modeled fluxes over Amazon forest and pasture sites are negative, indicating possible 
net uptake in those areas. 

 

 

 

burning of trees for industrial and agricultural purposes. [Such factors are available from a large 

collection of papers published for the Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study (BOREAS), which 

took place in the middle 1990s.] Fractional vegetation coverage is reduced to 40% of its pristine 

forest value, canopy roughness height is reduced to 0.5 m, visible and near IR albedos are set to 

zero as initial values representing trees blackened by burning, and LAI is halved. Along with 

vegetation parameters, consistent photosynthetic and respiration parameters are needed. 
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Parameters for needle leaf deciduous tree are assigned, because they are most characteristic of 

tree properties impacted by human intervention (H.J. Cooper, personal communication, 2003). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24a:  Modeled net CO2 fluxes for forest and pasture areas of the ASSA during 1999. The 
scale differs from Fig. 23 in order to show detail in the forests and pastures. 
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Figure 24b: As in Fig. 24a, but for 2000. 
 

 

 

The combined effect of assigning these vegetation, photosynthetic, and respiration 

parameters for interrupted forest is to significantly reduce photosynthetic uptake during daytime 

-- to the point where total respiration offsets photosynthesis, resulting in a consistent positive net  

flux. For crops, daytime photosynthesis values are relatively large, but respiration values are also 

large due to the higher temperatures in the southeastern ASSA. The overall result is small uptake 

values during daytime and large effluxes following sunrise, resulting in positive net fluxes. This 

situation underscores the significance of vegetation type variability across the ASSA. It is also 

important to recognize that whereas observations aid the calibration of the model over pristine 

rain forest and pasture ecosystems, the lack of such observations for various other vegetation 

types creates greater uncertainty in modeled CO2 fluxes in the southeastern ASSA. Therefore, 
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the finding that consistent positive net CO2 fluxes are produced in that region must be taken 

more cautiously than findings for the rain forest and pastures of the western and northern ASSA, 

where the model is well calibrated and the estimates of CO2 flux variability more certain. 

Short-term variability of CO2 fluxes across the ASSA is more evident with changes in K↓ 

than any other forcing parameter, including temperature. Using half-hourly or hourly radiation 

data allows for a faster response time in CO2 flux than would be created by using 1-deg/6-hourly 

ECMWF solar insolation reanalysis data. Figures 25a-b show two specific examples of the 

effects of reduced K↓ and temperature on CO2 fluxes during daytime. Fig. 25a gives an example 

from 1600 UTC on 8 March 1999, which is near noon LT in central Amazônia. Areas in the 

north and northwest corner are receiving largely cloud-free incoming solar flux, thus enabling 

uptake values to exceed well over 15 µmol m-2 s-1. However, areas in the central and western 

ASSA south of the Amazon River undergo significantly reduced K↓ due the presence of 

extensive cloudiness and rainfall. The main effect of these conditions is to produce somewhat 

cooler temperatures -- but only a few degrees. Nonetheless, CO2 fluxes in these areas are reduced 

considerably, with areas of very small uptake or even efflux in the presence of the smallest K↓ 

values. The optically thicker cloud areas (where rainrates are as high as 8 mm hr-1) effectively 

shut down photosynthesis while respiration continues, producing overall efflux conditions. 

Fig. 25b gives an example from 1430 UTC on 8 October 1999, which is around 1030 LT in 

central Amazônia. The top panel shows a clear northwest-southeast oriented line of positive CO2 

fluxes in the western ASSA, along with regions of smaller positive or negative fluxes in the 

north and northwest. The center panel shows extensive cloudiness in the north and northwest, 

and a northwest-southeast line of reduced K↓ in the western ASSA in areas coincident with CO2 

effluxes as evident in the top panel. The temperature panel indicates lower temperatures appear 

in the west and northwest than in the southeast during this period, but again by only a few 

degrees. Light rain is present with some of the cloudy areas in which rainrates are generally less 

than 2 mm hr-1 and with maxima in small areas indicating rainrates up to 4 mm hr-1. 
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Figure 25a:  Example of reduced K↓ effects on CO2 fluxes during daytime on 8 March 1999.  
Central and SW ASSA experienced effluxes from canopy rather than uptake during time 
period due to significantly reduced K↓ from clouds and accompanying rain, which also 
reduced temperatures in same areas. 
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Figure 25b:  Same as in Fig. 25a, except for 8 October 1999.  NW-SE oriented line of reduced 
K↓ is clearly visible in western ASSA, resulting in efflux from forest canopies along line.  
Temperatures in NW and SW ASSA lower than temperatures in central and eastern ASSA. 
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These types of situations are typical of daily patterns across the ASSA. Cloudiness and 

rainfall are prevalent in the Amazon River basin, and associated areas of reduced or positive net 

CO2 fluxes are found virtually every day somewhere in the ASSA. As highlighted earlier, one of 

the more interesting features is the delay in morning efflux in areas that experience early 

morning cloudiness. The release of CO2 from forest canopies is highly dependent upon the rise 

of the ML in the morning, in which cloudiness delays this rise and release process until sensible 

heat fluxes become elevated. If an area within the ASSA undergoes cloud cover for several hours 

after sunrise, then effluxes are delayed until such time that the cloud field breaks up. 

It should be noted that this process responds more quickly to changes in K↓ than changes 

in temperature since the latter are gradual due to the interpolation of ECMWF prescribed surface 

air temperature forcing. Thus it is apparent that variability in CO2 fluxes on the hourly scale is 

predominantly due to the variability of K↓ used to force the model. While temperature variations 

can also induce a strong influence on CO2 flux variability, sudden shifts in temperature caused 

by fronts or downdrafts from storms will not necessarily be reflected in the ECMWF data and 

therefore not necessarily captured by the modeling system. 

Monthly mean modeled CO2 flux values are consistent from month to month over the 

forests and pastures within the ASSA. Table 4 provides monthly means and standard deviations 

of CO2 fluxes over these areas. Mean overall forest values in 1999 range between uptakes of 2.13 

µmol m-2 s-1 in September to 2.82 µmol m-2 s-1 in March, while daytime values range between 

uptakes of 3.83 µmol m-2 s-1 in September to 5.04 µmol m-2 s-1 in March. Standard deviations of 

forest fluxes for all months in 1999, both overall and during daytime, indicate a compact range 

between 10.5-11.5 µmol m-2 s-1. Mean forest values are smaller in 2000 than in 1999, which may 

be partly due to the use of half-hourly input data in 1999 and hourly input data in 2000. Mean 

overall uptake values range between 1.04 µmol m-2 s-1 in June to 1.71 µmol m-2 s-1 in March, 

while daytime uptake values range between 2.44 µmol m-2 s-1 in June and 3.61 µmol m-2 s-1 in 

March. Standard deviations of overall fluxes are lower overall and slightly higher during daytime 

in 2000 than in 1999, but still exhibit compact ranges in both cases. In general, modeled forest 

fluxes indicate more uptake in 1999, while in 2000 variability is lower for overall fluxes and 

daytime variability is slightly higher. Fluxes are lowest in June, as expected, during the southern 

hemisphere winter and beginning of the dry season while fluxes are highest in March at the end 

of the southern hemisphere summer wet season. 
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Table 4:  Monthly means and standard deviations (σ) for CO2 fluxes produced by FSU hydromet 
model for forest and pasture areas within ASSA.  Values for overall and daytime fluxes are 
in µmol m-2 s-1; negative means imply uptake by vegetation. 

 
 

Overall Daytime  

Forest Pasture Forest Pasture 

Month mean σ mean σ mean σ mean σ 
Mar 99 -2.82 11.14 -2.88 10.71 -5.04 10.84 -10.62 10.47 
Apr 99 -2.44 11.22 -2.18 10.06 -4.51 11.37 -9.33 10.10 
Sep 99 -2.13 10.85 -2.37 9.91 -3.83 11.06 -9.28 9.82 
Oct 99 -2.39 11.41 -3.41 12.09 -3.95 11.49 -11.52 12.51 
Mar 00 -1.71 8.28 -2.03 9.70 -3.61 11.25 -7.79 10.50 
Jun 00 -1.04 7.99 -2.23 9.88 -2.44 11.42 -9.48 10.37 
Sep 00 -1.36 8.80 -3.00 11.28 -3.00 12.24 -10.75 11.92 
Dec 00 -1.36 8.69 -2.75 11.43 -3.24 12.04 -9.91 12.63 

 
 
 

 

Pasture fluxes are consistent throughout all months. Overall uptake magnitudes range 

between 2.0-3.5 µmol m-2 s-1 during all eight months with a minimum in March 2000 and a 

maximum in October 1999. Mean daytime uptake values are larger in the pastures than in the 

forests, mostly due to the lack of morning effluxes in the pastures. The range of daytime fluxes is 

higher than the range of overall fluxes, but with similar values in 1999 and 2000. The smallest 

mean daytime uptake is found in March 2000 while the largest mean daytime uptake is found in 

October 1999. No distinguishable year-to-year pattern is evident in mean pasture fluxes since 

uptakes are significantly higher in March 1999 than in March 2000 while uptakes are lower in 

September 1999 than in September 2000. Standard deviation ranges for pasture are similar to 

those for rain forest. Variability in overall fluxes is least in March 2000 and greatest in October 

1999. Variability for daytime fluxes is least in September 1999 and greatest in December 2000. 

In general, mean modeled pasture fluxes are consistent for all eight months, varying by about 1.4 

µmol m-2 s-1, noting this variability could be significant on a long enough time scale. Uptakes are 

greatest in October 1999 when variability is also large. Uptakes are least in the particularly wet 

month of March 2000. 
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Figures 26a-b show area-wide standard deviations of modeled CO2 fluxes during 1999 and 

2000. The mostly consistent nature of modeled fluxes over the western and northern forest and 

pasture areas of the ASSA is evident in these diagrams. Salient features in Fig. 26a involve the 

pasture areas of the far northwest corner of the ASSA, the pastures in northern Bolivia in the 

southwest ASSA, and changes in variability in the central western portion of the forest. Large 

variability is evident in the northwest pastures during September and October but not apparent in 

March and April.  Variability in the Bolivian pasture areas is larger in October relative to the 

other three months. The central western forest areas experience more variability during October 

and April than in March or September, summarized in Table 4 where October and April 1999 

indicate the greatest variability of overall forest fluxes. The large variability in October is due to 

the higher K↓ values area-wide along with slightly higher temperatures. 

The most salient features in Fig. 26b are similar to those found in Fig. 25b, and include the 

mouth of the Amazon River. The rainy month of March 2000 indicates lower variability area-

wide than the other months, but does exhibit an area of high variability near the mouth of the 

Amazon River where rain is frequent. June also exhibits large variability near the mouth of the 

Amazon River as well as pockets of large variability in the central western ASSA and Bolivian 

pasture areas. The bulk of greatest variability in September is confined to the northwest, with 

large variability again appearing in the northwest pasture areas. December indicates large 

variability in the northwest and Bolivian pastures along with significant variability in the 

northwestern ASSA. December also shows the greatest variability in the southeastern ASSA of 

any of the months. From year-to-year, March of 1999 shows more variability than March of 

2000, while the pattern of variability in September 1999 is similar to that found in September 

2000. More variability is found near the mouth of the Amazon River in March and September of 

1999 than in 2000, while September of 2000 exhibits more variability in the southeastern ASSA 

than in 1999. Areas of net CO2 flux variability evident in Figs 26a-b are primarily caused by 

variability in K↓, as variability in ECMWF temperatures are small from month to month over the 

forest and pasture areas of the ASSA. 

Another feature of net CO2 fluxes in which K↓ is the controlling factor is the progression 

of morning effluxes across the ASSA. The procession of sunrise across the ASSA generally 

takes about two hours. Observed fluxes from the forest tower sites at Manaus and Jaru show that  
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Figure 26a:  Standard deviations of modeled CO2 fluxes during 1999.  Standard deviations are 
higher over forest and pasture sites of ASSA than areas in SW ASSA with varying vegetation 
types, indicating wider range of CO2 flux values in those areas. 
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Figure 26b:  Same as in Fig. 26a, except for 2000. 
 

 

 

 

peak morning effluxes tend to lag sunrise by some 1-2 hours. During the months of March and 

September, the sun’s declination places it over the equator, and therefore sunrise traverses the 

ASSA in a westward fashion. In April, there is a slight northwest-southeast angle to the sunrise 

line as it processes across the ASSA, while sunrise during October has a slight northeast-

southwest angle. The months of June and December undergo more pronounced angles to the 
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sunrise line -- June has a strong northwest-southeast angle while December has a strong 

northeast-southwest angle.  

The effects of sunrise procession across the ASSA in June and December of 2000 are 

evident in Figures 27a-b, which indicate the progression of mean morning effluxes across the 

ASSA from 0900-1200 UTC. In June, the first sign of morning effluxes appears along the 

Atlantic coast in the northeast when fluxes across the rest of the ASSA are relatively uniform.  

An hour later at 1000 UTC, strong effluxes are present near the mouth of the Amazon River but 

still basically confined to the northeast ASSA. By 1100 UTC, the strongest effluxes advance to 

the central ASSA with a zone of strong efflux extending toward the northwest. At 1200 UTC, the 

strongest effluxes have propagated further to the southwest at which point the progression of 

effluxes across the ASSA is nearly complete. In the meantime, CO2 uptake has begun back in the 

northeast. In December, the first signs of morning efflux begin in the eastern extent of the ASSA 

at about 0900 UTC. At 1000 UTC, strong effluxes are found across a vast area in the central 

ASSA. By 1100 UTC, the strongest effluxes now extend over most of the northwest. At 1200 

UTC, the strong effluxes have basically exited the northwestern extent of the ASSA and uptake 

has begun back in the east. Effluxes during all months traverse the ASSA in about four hours, 

mirroring the progression of sunrise across the continent. This is an extremely important mode of 

net CO2 flux variability within the Amazon basin because its interaction with the imposed 

heterogeneous cloud field during the critical 4-hour period leaves a complex, fast time scale 

variational imprint on the carbon sequestration process that somehow should be accounted for in 

understanding the accumulated effects of net CO2 flux variations. 

Analysis of net CO2 fluxes across the ASSA has shown that while vegetation type is the 

predominant factor in CO2 controlling the baseline spatial variability (due to differences in the 

vegetation and its concomitant photosynthetic and respiration parameters), K↓ is the forcing 

parameter that has the greatest effect on temporal CO2 flux variability and also interacts with the 

bio-physiological controls to heavily influence spatial variability. Thick clouds effectively shut 

down photosynthesis creating either small CO2 uptake or even efflux. Areas receiving more 

sunlight for a given month generally undergo greater variability due to the wider range of diurnal 

fluxes. Areas that fluctuate between cloudy and sunlit days also exhibit high variability. Morning 

efflux patterns are dictated by the path of sunrise across the continent. While temperatures are an 

essential factor in the magnitude of modeled CO2 fluxes on a diurnal basis and winds are an 
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important factor in determining nocturnal and morning effluxes, K↓ is still the primary fast time 

scale factor in flux variability. Hourly or half-hourly inputs of K↓ allow for prompt response 

within the modeling system to rapid changes in cloud cover and therefore produce changes in 

CO2 fluxes more realistically than could otherwise be obtained by imposition of, say, insolation 

information provided by model reanalysis products or solar radiation climatologies. This is one 

of the more important aspects of these calculations. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 27a:  Progression of mean modeled effluxes after sunrise during June 2000 from 0900 
UTC to 1200 UTC.  Sunrise in ASSA during June moves from northeast to southwest, with 
modeled effluxes following similar pattern. 
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Figure 27b:  Same as in Fig. 27a, except for December 2000.  Sunrise in ASSA during 
December moves from southeast to northwest, with modeled effluxes following similar 
pattern. 
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10.3  Explanation of variations through model-measurement comparisons 

Model runs over the ASSA using 1999 data coincide with the availability of flux 

observations from the three tower sites. Therefore, model output can be compared with 

coincident flux observations from the Manaus and Jaru forest sites and from the FNS pasture 

site. Coincident tower flux data are available for all four months of model runs in 1999 at FNS, 

for three months at Jaru, and for two months at Manaus. Since observations of tower fluxes are 

frequently missing during September and October at FNS and September at Jaru, these data are 

not used for the intercomparisons. 

Figures 28a-c provide the comparisons for mean CO2, sensible heat, and latent heat fluxes. 

Fig. 28a presents results for September and October at Manaus, Fig. 28b for April and September 

at Jaru, and Fig 28c for March and April at FNS. Summary statistics of correlation coefficient, 

rmse, and bias are presented in Table 5. At Manaus, modeled CO2 fluxes during the early 

morning are under-predicted followed by CO2 effluxes that are over-predicted. Daytime uptake 

values are slightly lower than observations, as is found using forcing data from the Manaus LBA 

tower. As expected, correlation values for CO2 are smaller than those found using tower data 

forcing and rmse values are slightly higher. However, CO2 biases are only slightly lower than 

those found using tower forcing. Biases are positive due to the over-predicted morning effluxes. 

Therefore, when considering biases for specific half-hourly periods throughout the day, biases 

are high, as expected, during the period of the morning efflux, exceeding 9 µmol m-2 s-1 from 

0700-0900 LT with a peak value of 21 µmol m-2 s-1 at 0730 LT. On the other hand, biases are 

consistently low during nighttime when fluxes smaller than -1 µmol m-2 s-1 are found from 

midnight LT to 0630 LT. High bias after sunrise combined with low bias during nighttime leads 

to the only slight positive bias given in Table 5. Modeled sensible and latent heat fluxes at 

Manaus are consistent with observations. Both modeled fluxes are generally lower than 

observations on average, but exhibit rmse values only slightly higher than those found using 

tower forcing and with very low bias, i.e., -0.11 W m-2 for sensible heat flux during October. 
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Figure 28a:  Comparison of observed fluxes at Manaus with modeled fluxes from nearest ASSA 
grid point; calculated during months with small percentage of missing tower data. 
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Figure 28b:  Same as in Fig. 28a, except for Jaru. 
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Figure 28c:  Same as in Fig. 28a, except for FNS. 
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Table 5:  Temporal statistics of correlation coefficient, root-mean-square error, and bias for 
modeled CO2, latent heat (λE), and sensible heat (H) fluxes from ASSA grid points closest in 
proximity to three tower sites at coincident times.  Rmse and bias values for CO2 in µmol m-2 
s-1 and for λE and H in W m-2. 

 
 

CO2 λE H 
FNS corr rmse bias corr rmse bias corr rmse bias 

Mar 99 0.81 7.17 0.13 0.90 46.35 0.13 0.84 31.28 7.56 

Apr 99 0.71 7.80 0.74 0.83 58.64 16.19 0.79 39.28 8.33 

Manaus    

Sep 99 0.50 10.11 1.45 0.87 73.01 -2.42 0.70 49.08 -7.34 

Oct 99 0.61 8.69 1.42 0.89 76.48 -13.42 0.79 39.69 -0.11 

Jaru    

Apr 99 0.57 9.63 0.16 0.84 67.97 3.61 0.74 48.65 8.73 

Oct 99 0.51 9.21 0.06 0.85 66.81 9.92 0.73 53.38 4.36 

 
 

 

 

CO2 fluxes at Jaru exhibit similar under prediction at night and efflux over-prediction 

during the morning, as found at Manaus, although to a lesser degree. Modeled effluxes at Jaru 

during April and October are smaller than those at Manaus, particularly during October. 

Nocturnal turbulence during April at Jaru is not effectively captured with the ECMWF forcing 

data and therefore leads to the model producing little to no CO2 flux out of the canopy during 

nighttime. Despite this shortcoming, CO2 correlations are above 0.5 for both months, rmse 

values are only slightly higher than those found using tower forcing data, and bias values are 

very small. The larger biases found at Manaus after sunrise are not found at Jaru. The peak 

positive morning bias is 15 µmol m-2 s-1, occurring at 0730 LT, with biases below 6 µmol m-2 s-1 

at 0700 LT and during the 0800-0830 LT period. Biases of -2.5 µmol m-2 s-1 and lower are found 

during the 4-hour period before sunrise. The combination of high biases during a short time after 

sunrise with negative biases found during nighttime lead to the very low positive biases for Jaru 

given in Table 5. As at Manaus, sensible and latent heat fluxes are consistent with observations. 

Fluxes at Jaru are slightly over predicted as opposed to slightly under predicted at Manaus. Solid 
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correlations are found for both modeled fluxes during April and October, rmse values are only 

slightly higher than those found using tower forcing, and biases are positive but again small 

during both months. 

In general, the best flux agreements are found at the FNS pasture site. Correlations exceed 

0.71 for CO2 fluxes, 0.79 for sensible heat fluxes, and 0.83 for latent heat fluxes during April and 

March. Modeled CO2 fluxes are remarkably consistent with observations during both months 

with low rmse values and low positive biases. Modeled latent and sensible heat fluxes are larger 

than observations during nighttime, which leads to the positive biases for both fluxes during 

March and April. However, the rmse values and biases are very consistent with the associated 

values using tower forcing data. 

The key modeling issue stemming from the flux comparisons is identifying the cause of the 

larger morning CO2 effluxes at the forest sites. Since the model is unchanged in conjunction with 

changes in how it is forced, the larger effluxes must arise from the change in forcing data in 

going from tower site data forcing to the combined GOES satellite-ECMWF data forcing. Upon 

inspection of mean forcing values at the tower sites and from the GOES satellite and ECMWF 

data during 1999, quantities found to exhibit the greatest differences are L↓ along with surface 

pressure, air temperature, and winds. During October 1999, Manaus provides a good example of 

conditions relevant to forest sites, where an emphasis is placed on nighttime and early morning 

situations as these are the times of day that most influence morning effluxes. 

Satellite retrieved L↓ fluxes are smaller than those found at the tower site by as much as 20 

W m-2 during nighttime, but are consistent with the tower site measurements around sunrise. The 

effect of interpolating 6-hourly ECMWF data is most evident in mean air temperatures. 

Temperatures at 0600 UTC are linearly interpolated with temperatures at 1200 UTC, 

corresponding to the 0200 to 0800 LT interval at Manaus. Therefore, instead of replicating the 

characteristic pattern found during this time period in the tower data characterized by a gradual 

decrease in temperatures throughout nighttime to a minimum around sunrise, followed by a sharp 

increase, the ECMWF sequence exhibits steady warming. Also, surface pressures are about 2-6 

hPa too low during nighttime and early morning as given by ECMWF data. Wind speeds from 

the ECMWF data are consistently lower than tower site values by 0.3-1.0 m s-1 during nighttime, 

early morning, and most of the day. This behavior is also found during September as well, as it is 
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found at Jaru during April and October -- although at Jaru surface pressure differences are 

slightly larger while nocturnal wind differences are smaller. 

To determine the degree to which the modeling system is affected by changes in forcing 

variables, the model is first run using forcing data directly from Manaus, then forcing variables 

exchanged one-by-one with equivalent GOES satellite or ECMWF values for coincident months. 

Satellite-derived K↓, L↓, PAR, and rainrate values and ECMWF values of air pressure and 

relative humidity are found to have little to no effect on modeled CO2 fluxes during April and 

October at Jaru and September and October at Manaus. The primary variables that affect 

modeled morning effluxes are air temperature and winds. Changes in these variables lead to 

larger morning effluxes at the forest sites individually, and together create an even larger efflux. 

A potential conclusion that can be drawn is that any mis-representation of surface air 

temperatures and winds inherent to the ECMWF analysis will create CO2 efflux error in the 

morning within the forest ecosystem, while another potential conclusion is that the simple linear 

relationship between NBL height and wind speed presented in Eq. (50) may not be sufficient to 

represent the dynamics of the nighttime forest ecosystem. Of course, it is impossible to 

determine just how this uncertainty is spread over the complete ASSA domain without having 

available much more detailed independent surface data. 

Another subsequent issue is to understand why ECMWF surface air temperatures and 

winds produce small nocturnal CO2 fluxes and large morning effluxes at the forest sites. As 

mentioned earlier, one of the foremost objectives in designing the CO2 flux model is to estimate 

the buildup of CO2 within the forest canopy during nighttime. Temperatures and winds play a 

prominent role in this buildup within the model. The sources of CO2 to the canopy within the 

model at night are both functions of temperature, in which maintenance respiration is a function 

of canopy temperature and soil respiration is a function of soil temperature. With increasing air 

temperatures from 0200 LT toward morning, both maintenance and soil respiration tend to have 

higher values using ECMWF data than they have using tower forcing data, and therefore serve to 

increase the concentration of CO2 within the canopy during nighttime. The primary mechanism 

for nocturnal release of CO2 from the canopy is turbulence generated by winds above the canopy. 

With the reduction in winds when using ECMWF data, the CO2 flux model is not able to create 

sufficient nocturnal turbulence to allow for efflux from the canopy and nighttime reduction of 

CO2 concentration. Therefore, it is apparent that using ECMWF surface air temperatures and 
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winds in conjunction with the simple linear NBL height equation serves to create more stable 

NBLs at the forest sites that trap more CO2 within the canopy and thus higher CO2 

concentrations. This is followed by a more amplified venting release of CO2 after sunrise. 

The source of the increase in nocturnal stability can be seen in Figure 29. The FSU 

hydromet model calculates the bulk Richardson number in a manner similar to Stull (1998): 

 RiB =
g∆T∆z

Tair u Href( )[ ]2  (64) 

where g is the gravitational constant, ∆T = Tair - Tc, ∆z = Href - zpdh, and |u|(Href) is the wind 

speed at the reference height. This value represents the ratio of buoyant production of turbulent 

kinetic energy to mechanical production of turbulent kinetic energy. With g and ∆z essentially 

constant for a particular forest site, an increase in ∆T and decrease of |u|(Href) will increase the 

bulk Richardson number. In Fig. 29, the top panel shows the RiB produced when the model is run 

using only tower forcing data (shown in black), while the results of using ECMWF surface air 

temperatures and winds first individually and then together are shown in black dashed, gray, and 

gray dashed lines, respectively. The mean RiB using tower forcing data generally remains below 

0.5 throughout the night, whereas the mean RiB using ECMWF temperatures and winds 

individually increase the value above 0.5 before sunrise, and using both ECMWF temperatures 

and winds increases the RiB well over 1.0 before sunrise. Using the ECMWF temperatures and 

winds along with the linear NBL height equation creates too stable nocturnal conditions in the 

forest canopies, particularly before sunrise, followed by a sharp decrease at sunrise at the onset 

of convective turbulence. This explains why nocturnal CO2 fluxes produced by the modeling 

system are but a fraction of observed fluxes at the two forest sites during 1999, and also helps 

explain how modeled morning effluxes can reach the magnitudes produced at model grid points 

near Manaus and Jaru. CO  concentrations are allowed to build up too much throughout the night 

before the onset of the ML in the morning and subsequent venting of CO

2

2 from the canopy to the 

atmosphere. 

The calculation of the bulk Richardson number within the hydromet model influences 

several canopy functions, including the drag coefficient which is an essential variable in 

calculating friction velocity, aerodynamic and leaf boundary layer resistance, sensible and latent 

heat fluxes, and conductances between adjacent layers in the CO2 flux model. The bottom panel 

of Fig. 29 reveals one of the main impacts of an increased Richardson number. The NBL height 
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is important in calculating nocturnal CO2 fluxes, and it is apparent that the use of ECMWF 

temperatures and winds reduces HNBL considerably. The 10-meter wind speed u10 in eq. (50) is 

dependent on friction velocity, u
*
. A decrease in u

*
 lowers the value of u10 and therefore HNBL. 

This serves to suppress fluxes of CO2 out of the canopy while steadily increasing CO2 

concentration within the canopy during nighttime. The larger modeled effluxes at Manaus and 

Jaru are a direct result of high canopy CO2 concentrations before sunrise creating a large gradient 

of CO2 between the canopy and the surface layer once the ML begins to rise shortly after sunrise. 
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Figure 29:  Comparison of modeled Richardson number and nocturnal boundary layer heights at 
Manaus during October 1999 using: (1) only tower forcing data, (2) tower forcing data with 
Tair from ECMWF, (3) tower forcing data with winds from ECMWF, and (4) tower forcing 
data with both Tair and winds from ECMWF.  Nocturnal boundary layer heights are held 
constant and not used in CO2 flux model during daytime when mixed layer model is active. 
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10.4  Optimal tower placement for baseline observational network 

 Using the nearly 20,000 tropical forest grid points within the ASSA, a time series of 

hourly mean forest CO2 fluxes is created using all eight months of model output from 1999 and 

2000. Along with an hourly time scale, mean fluxes are created for daily, weekly, and monthly 

time scales. This process produces time series of 5736 hourly means, 239 daily means, 34 

weekly means, and 8 monthly means. Similar time series are created for each of the nearly 

20,000 individual forest points across the ASSA for comparison with the mean forest values. For 

each of the four time scales, the mean forest time series values are regarded as the truth in the 

comparison and the individual point time series values are regarded as "tower site" values, in 

which the objective is to find those points or regions across the ASSA that best capture the 

temporal variability of the forest as a whole. 

Mean modeled CO2 fluxes for forest areas across the ASSA on an hourly time scale are 

depicted in Figure 30. Using model output, all forest areas within the ASSA have a negative 

mean, denoting a net uptake over the time series. Forest areas in the center of the ASSA have the 

lowest uptakes while areas along the Andes mountains in the southwest corner have the highest 

uptakes. This is due to the lower temperatures in the Andes and therefore smaller nighttime and 

early morning effluxes, while the center of the ASSA has a high range of CO2 fluxes, including 

consistently strong daytime uptakes and morning effluxes.  In general, the lowest magnitudes of 

mean net CO2 flux are in the Amazon River basin while the highest are outside of the basin and 

generally in highland areas or the Andes mountains.  Mean fluxes for daily, weekly, and monthly 

time scales are nearly identical to the hourly fluxes shown in Fig. 30. 

Figure 31 presents the standard deviations of CO2 fluxes in forest areas for hourly, daily, 

weekly, and monthly time scales. This diagram shows the forest areas that experience the 

greatest variability for each respective time scale. Monthly values have the smallest magnitudes, 

where standard deviations at each point are less than 0.7 µmol m-2 s-1, while as expected, hourly 

standard deviations range between 5-11 µmol m-2 s-1. The southeastern and southwestern 

portions of the main rain forest area exhibit the highest standard deviations on the weekly and 

monthly time scales while the western forest has the lowest standard deviations for these two 

time scales. On the hourly time scale, the highest standard deviations are found in southern 

Venezuela. High values are also found along the western Amazon River basin and near the 

mouth of the Amazon River. As opposed to other time scales, forests along the Andes mountains 
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exhibit the lowest standard deviations on the hourly time scale. On the daily time scale, southern 

forest areas generally exhibit higher standard deviations than northern forest areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 30:  Mean modeled CO2 fluxes over tropical forest area of ASSA.  Means calculated at 

each point from time series consisting of eight months of hourly model output data. 
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Figure 31:  Standard deviations of modeled CO2 flux over tropical forest area of ASSA.  
Standard deviations calculated at each point from time series consisting of eight months of 
hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly model output data. 

 

 

 

 

CO2 fluxes at each forest point are compared with mean forest values by calculating 

correlations, root-mean-square errors, and biases for all four time scales. Correlations for the four 

time scales are presented in Figure 32, along with the Manaus and Jaru tower sites for reference. 

A majority of the forest areas indicate the highest correlations on the monthly time scale, while a 

number of other areas on this time scale exhibit near-zero correlations or even negative 

correlations. On the weekly time scale, the central and western forest areas exhibit the highest 

correlations along with some areas in the eastern forest. The smallest range of correlations are 
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found on the hourly time scale, where the vast majority of values are between 0.5 and 0.9. The 

highest correlations on this scale are found in a small region in the central western forest. 

Correlations on the daily time scale are generally the lowest with maximum values near 0.7 to 

the southwest of Jaru. The highest correlations on this scale are generally found in the southern 

regions of the ASSA. 

The numbers 1-5 in Fig. 32 represent regions that experience the greatest correlations for at 

least one of the four time scales, as well as a rank of these five areas according to the skill with 

which these areas translate across the range of time scales. Number 1 represents an area that 

exhibits high correlations for both the weekly and monthly time scales, with values above 0.85 

on the weekly scale and above 0.93 on the monthly scale. Number 2 represents an area that 

exhibits the highest daily correlation values above 0.6 and also relatively high values for hourly 

and monthly time scales. Numbers 3 and 4 represent areas that exhibit high correlations for the 

monthly time scale with values above 0.96, but are not regions of highest correlations for daily 

and hourly time scales. Number 5 represents the small area that exhibits correlations above 0.9 

for the hourly time scale, but not high correlations for the other three time scales. Temporal 

statistics for points 1-5 are presented in Table 6, along with values near Manaus and Jaru for 

comparison. Rmse values are highest for the hourly time scale, declining for each point at the 

longer times scales. Biases are consistent at each point for each time scale, and are positive at 

each point except at point 2 for the hourly and daily time scales when the biases are essentially 

zero. The lowest biases are recorded at point 2 and at Jaru. 

In terms of correlations, modeled CO2 fluxes suggest that the regions represented by points 

1-5 would be ideal locations for placement of observation towers (depending on the importance 

of a particular time scale) that would be needed to baseline the absolute source-sink properties of 

net CO2 fluxes. [It is again emphasized, that model calculations inherently contain bias thereby 

upholding their use in establishing absolute carbon sequestration properties within the Amazon 

basin. If importance is placed on short-term measurements, then the model results indicate that 

the region around area number 5 in the Amazonas province of western Brazil would be an ideal 

tower placement site. On a daily scale, area number 2 in northern Bolivia near the city of 

Riberalta (see Fig. 1) would be a candidate site. On a weekly scale, area number 1 between the 

Jaru and Manaus tower sites would be ideal. On a monthly scale, areas 1, 3, and 4 score well in 

comparison with the mean forest values as a whole. Area 3 is in northeastern Peru near the city 
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of Iquitos along the Amazon River, while area 4 is slightly to the northeast of the town of 

Marabá, where an observation tower was actually placed during the ABRACOS experiment. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 32:  Correlations of forest points across ASSA with mean forest value for hourly, daily, 
weekly, and monthly time series using average forest values as truth.  Numbers denote rank 
of areas of high correlation for one or more of four time scales.  Area number 1 exhibits 
highest correlations across range of time scales. 
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Table 6:  Temporal statistics of correlation coefficient, root-mean-square error, and bias for 
modeled CO2 fluxes at points shown for time scales indicated in Fig. 32. Rmse and bias 
values are in µmol m-2 s-1. 

 
 

Hourly Daily Weekly Monthly 
 

 

Point corr rmse bias corr rmse bias corr rmse bias corr rmse bias

1 0.86 4.75 0.46 0.50 0.82 0.46 0.88 0.51 0.46 0.97 0.47 0.46

2 0.87 4.22 0.00 0.62 0.66 0.00 0.75 0.75 0.01 0.81 0.21 0.01

3 0.79 5.44 0.22 0.36 0.72 0.22 0.81 0.30 0.24 0.99 0.25 0.24

4 0.70 6.37 0.38 0.43 0.67 0.38 0.77 0.44 0.39 0.96 0.40 0.38

5 0.90 4.19 0.22 0.45 0.69 0.22 0.70 0.32 0.22 0.73 0.28 0.22

Manaus 0.86 4.96 0.47 0.28 0.82 0.47 0.67 0.53 0.46 0.74 0.51 0.46

Jaru 0.86 4.26 0.14 0.48 0.80 0.14 0.61 0.45 0.14 0.73 0.34 0.16

 

 

 

 

The question remains whether the combination of these tower placements could provide a 

sufficiently complete observational baseline, or if the nature of CO2 flux variability within 

Amazônia is so complex that an unrealistic number of observation towers would be required. To 

answer this question, a skill score is used to relate modeled CO2 fluxes in areas 1-5 in Fig. 32 to 

mean forest values across a range of time scales. This score utilizes the coefficient of variation 

(γ) for net CO2 flux, where γ is the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean: 

 γ =
σ
x

 (65) 

Here, x  is the mean net CO2 flux and σ is its standard deviation. Values of γ at the seven points 

depicted in Fig. 32 (areas 1-5 along with Manaus and Jaru) and combinations of these points are 

compared with mean forest γs to produce the skill score: 

 SS =
γ po int − γ area

γ area

 (66) 
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For this skill score, a value of zero represents perfection. Using γ as a variable in the skill score 

allows for the comparison of fluxes from individual points to both mean fluxes across the ASSA 

forest as well as to the variability of fluxes across the ASSA. 

Mean CO2 fluxes are produced for every possible combination of the seven points for 

comparison with mean forest values, resulting in seven individual point comparisons, 21 2-point 

comparisons, 35 3- and 4-point comparisons each, 21 5-point comparisons, 7 6-point 

comparisons, and one 7-point comparison. Skill scores are calculated for each combination along 

with correlation coefficients and rmse values. Average skill scores, correlations, and rmse values 

are created for each set of point combinations in order to determine how these values change as 

fluxes from points across Amazônia are averaged and compared with mean forest values. 

Figure 33 illustrates the results of the comparisons. Average skill scores for each time scale 

are above 0.5 using the seven individual forest points discussed above. Daily skill scores are 

furthest from zero with an average value of 2.2. However, with each successive combination of 

points, skill scores for each time scale continue to decrease. For the hourly, weekly, and monthly 

time scales, skill score changes became asymptotic with the use of 6-point combinations, where 

changes in skill score are less than 0.01 from 6-point to 7-point combinations. [The change in 

skill score for the daily time scale is around 0.05 between 6-point and 7-point combinations.] 

Average correlations began to rise with an increasing number of points that are averaged 

and compared to the mean values, while rmse values decrease with an increasing number of 

points. Correlations for the daily time scale jump from an average value of 0.45 to a value of 

0.81 using the 7-point average, whereas the increase in correlation from 6-point to 7-point 

combinations is less than 0.03.  Correlations for the hourly, weekly, and monthly time scales 

increase for each successive combination of points, reaching an asymptotic limit with the 5-point 

combinations, i.e., succeeding increases in correlations are less than 0.01. Rmse values on the 

hourly time scale decrease from an average of 4.89 µmol m-2 s-1 for individual points to 2.09 

µmol m-2 s-1 using 5-point combinations. Changes of rmse values after the 5-point combinations 

are less than 0.02 µmol m-2 s-1 for all time scales, suggesting that rmse values reach an 

asymptotic limit at a threshold of 5 points. 
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Figure 33:  Average skill scores, correlations, and root-mean-square errors for CO2 fluxes 
produced using combinations of seven points shown in Fig. 32.  Values are in comparison 
with mean forest CO2 fluxes over ASSA for four different time scales during eight months of 
model output data. 
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Results from this exercise suggest that a relatively small number of observation towers 

strategically placed in Amazônia, and used in combination, would be capable of capturing the 

mean net CO2 flux by accounting for the foremost space-time variations controlling the mean 

flux. In this fashion, a baseline network for long time scale carbon sequestration monitoring on 

an absolute scale could be established (presuming that tower site data quality would be 

maintained). In conjunction with the kind of modeling system applied here, the baseline network 

would continue to train the model, the model would continue to seek out strategic baseline 

coordinates, and most importantly the model would be able to evaluate the space-time variations 

of the relative carbon source-sink properties over any preferred space-time scale. Individual sites 

would reflect the changing characteristics of the rain forest for any given region, such as evident 

in differences between the Manaus and Jaru forest sites, as well as monitor the general climate of 

different regions of Amazônia to better train global analysis systems such as used by the 

ECMWF. This type of strategy which couples the strengths of an observing network with a 

modeling system is offered as an economical means to eventually understand whether the 

Amazon basin is significantly contributing to the so-called missing carbon sink -- which has 

aroused great controversy in attempts to close the global carbon budget (Phillips et al. 1998). 
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CHAPTER 11 

 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

A hydrometeorological model (FSU hydromet) is modified to include a slab model of the 

mixed layer and nocturnal boundary layer, then combined with a CO2 assimilation model, thus 

creating a modeling system used to calculate net CO2 fluxes across the Amazon basin. Before 

proceeding with the ASSA calculations, three separate CO2 assimilation models are tested to 

seek an optimal scheme. The CO2 assimilation module from the NCAR-LSM is eventually 

chosen, mainly because it allows for realistic coupling between photosynthesis and heat-moisture 

fluxes, plus includes a physically consistent representation of respiration processes. 

Initial model calculations of NEP using forcing from the three LBA tower sites indicate 

that while mean daytime uptake values are accurate, modifications are required to properly 

account for morning effluxes at the two forest sites. Thus, a practical hypothesis is adopted that 

the primary mechanism needed for reproducing morning effluxes in the forests is representation 

of the onset of turbulence after sunrise. A CO2 flux model is then developed to simulate the 

exchange of CO2 within the canopy, at the top of canopy, and at the top of surface and mixed 

layers above the canopy. The CO2 flux model contains five layers; three fixed layers within the 

canopy and two layers of varying depth above the canopy that depend on the depth of the NBL at 

night and the ML during the daytime. A slab model of the ML is used to estimate entrainment 

rates at the top of the daytime boundary layer, while nocturnal boundary layer heights are based 

on the scheme of Koracin and Berkowicz (1988) that uses wind speeds at 10 m above-canopy.  

Initial application of the CO2 flux model at the three tower sites indicate that effluxes are 

produced at both forest sites, but not at the pasture site. However, morning venting begins too 

early, peaks too early, and exhibits larger magnitudes than observations at Manaus and Jaru 

indicate. Also, at the pasture site, daytime uptake values are lower than observations. 
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Comparisons of modeled sensible and latent heat fluxes with observations show that 

sensible heat fluxes increase too rapidly after sunrise and are overestimated at each site during 

the morning periods.  Dai et al. (2003) found that four other models experience similar problems 

at forest sites within the Amazon. The problem with representing sensible heat fluxes is 

attributed to unrealistic canopy temperatures found using the original canopy energy budget 

module in the FSU hydromet model which, in common with the models Dai et al. (2003) studied, 

does not allow for canopy heat storage. 

Tests to improve the phase of the diurnal sensible heat fluxes include: (1) replacing the 

single layer canopy in the hydromet model with a multi-layer LNF scheme, and (2) altering 

forest and pasture vegetation parameters controlling in-canopy radiative transfer. Neither 

approach produces significant improvement to modeled sensible heat fluxes, and thus a 

hypothesis is adopted that the large forest canopies are able to store significant amounts of heat. 

Canopy heat storage is determined through simultaneous calibration of CO2 and latent heat 

fluxes. These fluxes are linked by stomatal resistance, so that by calibrating CO2 and latent heat 

fluxes to tower observations, the resulting differences between modeled and observed sensible 

heat fluxes provide an indication of the amount of heat storage at each tower site. 

This procedure is then applied at FNS because latent heat fluxes are already consistent with 

observations at Manaus and Jaru, but are reversed at FNS. Latent heat and CO2 fluxes at FNS are 

calibrated by simultaneously adjusting the maximum carboxylation rate and the slope in the 

Collatz equation until the latent heat and CO2 fluxes are consistent with observations. The 

carboxylation rates and Collatz equation slopes that are required are found to be outside the 

range of nominal values available from the NCAR-LSM, and thus the conclusion is drawn that 

the photosynthetic and respiration parameters provided for grasses within the NCAR-LSM are 

simply inappropriate for use in Amazônia. 

Observed total residual energy values suggest that a significant amount of energy is not 

being accounted for in the original canopy energy budget. An observed total residual energy 

parameter is included in the model canopy energy budget that produces some improvements in 

modeled sensible heat fluxes. A modeled total residual energy is also specified to include canopy 

heat storage, soil storage, and ground flux. This quantity is formulated as a function of K↓, L↓, 

LAI, SAI, canopy height, and an initial set of diurnal absorption rates at each tower site. The 

immediate conclusion from the calibration of fluxes at the forest tower sites is that Amazonian 
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forest canopies have significant heat capacity that cannot be ignored when modeling CO2 fluxes. 

This is because the rise of the morning ML, which is driven in large part by the rapid increase in 

sensible heat fluxes, is correlated with CO2 venting from the canopy shortly after sunrise. 

An analysis is performed concerning the impact of changing model forcing variable 

magnitudes on CO2 fluxes. Forcing variables are altered individually within single standard 

deviations of their mean values at the tower sites and then input to the modeling system. K↓ and 

temperature (both air and canopy temperatures) are found to have the greatest influence on 

modeled CO2 fluxes. K↓ variations are directly relevant to photosynthesis variability, whereas 

temperature variations impact not only photosynthesis, but also diurnally varying respiration. 

The hydromet model is then applied to the ASSA using eight months of input data from 

1999 and 2000, and using a set of mean forest absorption rates based on a combination of values 

from Manaus and Jaru. Estimates of canopy storage are then performed for the forest areas of the 

ASSA. Area-wide CO2 fluxes are found to be greatly influenced by vegetation type. The 

southeastern ASSA contains extensive areas of interrupted forest, along with crops, shrubs, and 

other vegetation covers for which surface observations are not readily available for calibration 

within the hydromet model. This leads to a certain degree of uncertainty in the model results. 

Besides vegetation type, the conclusion is that K↓ is the forcing variable that exerts the most 

influence on modeled CO2 fluxes across Amazônia. GOES satellite estimates of K↓, ultimately 

determined by the ambient cloud field, are applied in half-hourly or hourly time steps, for which 

the model can react to short-term changes in cloudiness. Meteorological inputs such as surface 

pressure, air temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed-direction are acquired from 

ECMWF global analysis products in 6-hourly time steps at 1x1 deg resolution over the ASSA. 

These quantities must then be interpolated in time and space and thus cannot represent the short-

term changes produced by the satellite-derived forcing variables of K↓, L↓, PAR, and rainrate. 

Estimates of monthly mean CO2 uptakes over ASSA forested areas are found to range 

between 1-3 µmol m-2 s-1. The highest mean overall and daytime uptake values are found in 

March 1999 while the lowest values are found in June 2000. Overall CO2 flux variability in the 

forests is higher in 1999 than in 2000. Mean CO2 uptakes over ASSA pasture areas are found to 

be similar in 1999 and 2000, exhibiting an overall range of 2.0-3.5 µmol m-2 s-1. Variability is 

found to be highest in forest and pasture areas during periods with generally high K↓ values, 

which produce wide diurnal ranges of CO2 fluxes, as well as during periods with large 
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fluctuations in cloud cover. When taking into account areas for which Amazonia-specific 

vegetation data was unavailable for use within the FSU hydromet model (interrupted forest, 

crops, shrubs, and others), mean modeled CO2 uptakes are near zero for each of the eight months 

that the model was run area-wide. While the claim cannot be made that vegetation parameters for 

these areas (primarily derived from Dickinson et al. (1993) and previous experiments) translate 

directly to Amazonia, if the values used somewhat reflect reality, then the possibility exists the 

CO2 released to the environment in these areas offset CO2 uptake by Amazonian forests and 

pastures. 

The onset of morning turbulence with solar heating generates CO2 efflux from the forest 

canopies over large, coherent portions of the basin during the morning hours.  These coherent 

regions propagate across the basin in phase with the sun line. As a result, the regions of efflux 

progress from the SE to NW in December and from NE to SW in June. This is an important 

mode of net CO2 flux variability because the smooth, time-fixed pattern of incoming solar 

radiation at the top-of-atmosphere interacts with the ambient pattern in the cloud field to produce 

a non-smooth, complex pattern of surface insolation that controls photosynthesis and respiration, 

but in a fashion that preserves part of the smooth top-of-atmosphere pattern, but broken up by 

SW optical depth details in the cloud field. 

A comparison of modeled and observed CO2 fluxes at ASSA grid points closest to the 

tower sites indicates that the net fluxes are consistent with observations at FNS (although exhibit 

larger efflux magnitudes than observations at the forest sites). Modeled nocturnal fluxes in the 

forests are generally lower than observations while morning effluxes are generally higher than 

observations. The explanation is that the model is not producing enough venting from the canopy 

during nighttime, allowing CO2 concentrations in the canopy to build up too much, which then 

results in too large effluxes after sunrise. This problem is likely a result of using ECMWF global 

analysis products as input data within the modeling system in combination with a simple linear 

relationship between NBL height and 10-meter wind speed. A comparison of model forcing 

variables with tower forcing variables at coincident times shows that ECMWF winds are often 

too low at night, which contributes to a lack of modeled effluxes at night. In addition, ECMWF 

temperatures cannot be represented realistically because of their 6-hour time spacing. Because of 

the combination of the ECMWF UTC analysis time coordinates and the required interpolation 

operator, temperatures generally increase from the middle of the night toward morning (in 
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reverse of actuality), which elevates maintenance and soil respiration and thus modeled CO2 

concentrations within the canopy. The impact of interpolating ECMWF air temperatures in time 

is primarily manifest in the nighttime modeled Richardson numbers that generally increase 

toward morning and produce too much stability above the canopy, although the interpolation 

process will also affect daytime CO2 fluxes since temperatures will not reflect short-term 

changes as well as satellite-derived inputs of K↓, L↓, and rainrate. The over-estimated stability 

does not allow enough nocturnal venting of CO2, leading to increases in canopy CO2 

concentrations to the point that morning effluxes must become elevated due to the too-large 

gradient of CO2 concentrations between canopy and atmosphere above the canopy. 

Finally, the design of an optimum baseline observational network across Amazônia, based 

on the objective selection of a relatively few observational locations, is examined. This analysis 

addresses the issue that whereas a properly designed modeling system is an excellent tool for 

determining relative carbon source-sink properties at high space-time scales (scales that are out 

of reach to a realistic tower observation program), a model is always confronted with an 

underlying bias problem in seeking to determine the absolute carbon sequestration properties of 

the large scale Amazon (or any other large scale region). Baselining Amazônia with sufficient 

observations first requires an objective selection of the locations needed for the network. This is 

another instance in which an appropriate modeling system can serve as the ideal tool. 

To carry out the optimal observation network analysis, a time series is created of hourly 

mean modeled net CO2 fluxes over the eight individual months that the modeling system is 

applied to the ASSA. The mean values are treated as truth, and fluxes from the nearly 20,000 

forest grid points in the ASSA are treated as tower site observed fluxes. Correlations are found at 

each point on hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly time scales with respect to the mean forest time 

series. Five areas within the ASSA exhibit high correlation coefficients for at least one of the 

time scales. A skill score is created to compare fluxes from these five areas, plus areas near the 

Manaus and Jaru tower sites, with respect to the mean forest time series. Skill scores are 

calculated for each point in comparison with the mean forest time series and for mean fluxes 

produced by every possible combination of points with respect to the mean forest time series. 

Skill scores, correlation coefficients, and rmse values are found to improve with an increasing 

number of points. All three statistics approach an asymptotic limit using combinations of five 

points, after which improvement is minimal. The essential conclusion is that it is possible to 
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reproduce area-wide average net CO2 fluxes on an absolute basis, averages that would properly 

account for the complex patterns of space-time variability as described herein, using 

observations from as few as five strategically placed towers along with the existing towers in 

Manaus and Jaru. 

While several empirical parameters and formulations exist within the PBL-carbon 

assimilation-hydromet modeling system, they are based on either standard mixed layer 

formulations found in Stull (1988), parameters utilized in commonly used land-surface models 

(Bonan 1996), or values derived from previous experiments. Several of these parameters were 

tested within an acceptable range based on vegetation or experimental data to determine 

influences on CO2 fluxes or the PBL system in general, and very few were found to noticeably 

affect the hydromet modeling system. A primary area for improvement would involve the 

collection of vegetation parameters for regions in the southeastern ASSA including interrupted 

forest, crops, and shrubs for use within the FSU hydromet model. 

In closing, it is worth noting that the results of this investigation are applicable in both a 

scientific and experimental design framework. In a scientific framework, the results shed light on 

how and why the variability of carbon sequestration takes place within the Amazon basin. In an 

experimental design framework, the modeling system can provide guidance on how its 

relativistic capabilities could be transformed to an absolute scale by taking advantage of a 

baseline observational network which is of its own design. 
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APPENDIX: DEFINITIONS OF ACRONYMS 

 
 
 
 
ABLE Amazon Boundary Layer Experiment 
ABRACOS Anglo-Brazilian Amazonian Climate Observation Study 
APAR absorbed photosynthetically active radiation 
ASSA Amazon satellite study area 
BOREAS Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study 
CaPE Convection and Precipitation/Electrification Experiment 
DEM digital elevation map 
EBBT equivalent blackbody temperature 
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts 
EUSTACH European Studies on Trace Gases and Atmospheric Chemistry 
FIFE First International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project (ISLSCP) Field 

Experiment 
FNS Fazenda Nossa Senhora 
FSU Florida State University 
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center 
IR infrared 
LAI leaf area index 
LBA Large Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazônia 
LNF localized near-field 
LSM land surface model 
LUE light-use efficiency 
LW longwave 
LT local time 
ML mixed layer 
NBL nocturnal boundary layer 
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research 
NEP net ecosystem productivity 
NPP net primary productivity 
Pa Pascals 
PAR photosynthetically active radiation 
ppm parts per million 
RH relative humidity 
rmse root-mean-square error 
RR rain rate 
SAI stem area index 
SRB surface radiation budget 
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SST sea surface temperature 
SW shortwave 
TOMS Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer 
TRE total residual energy 
TRMM Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 
UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
USGS United States Geological Survey 
zpdh zero-plane displacement height 
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